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XISTRODUCTIOH
The technique of having a iubject give the first word
that occurs to him after the ppewntetlon of a stliQulas word
has b«en long employed In peychology. When T58yohology wag «
young science, European Investigators used the word associa-
tion technique to explore cognitive functioning In human
beings. Later, in the early 1900»s, Jung suggested the
utlll-i^fitlon of this technique to disclose erees of conflict,
or •oouplexes," In Inilvlduels. Jung developed vorlous In-
dices of su'jTsosed conflict on the word asEocletlon test, and
the test has been an often used cllnlci-il tool since then,
While many authors have accepted Jung's theoretlcrl contri-
butions, others, such as Laffal (1955) i h- ve questioned the
validity of the technique,
Lsffal suggested a unique re-lnteroretatlon of two of
Jung's original conflict In^ilcators, those of lengthened re-
action tlae end res'^onse faults of recall. Laffel proposed
that the assoclptlons to a stlniulus word are distributed In
a hlerarchlCBl for-a «^nd th^t there might be a meanlni^ful re-
lationship between reaction time end response faults and the
for??, of this response hierarchy. Hence he suggested that
reaction tlae and response faults might reflect the res-onse
hierarchy forsi, or entropy, of pf^;rtlcul,«=r words, rr;ther than
their eiaoulonal values, as was suj^gested by tha Junglan In-
terpretation of the word ac'soclstlon test.
The ournose of this thesis Is essentlfilly to Investlf^ete
2the Laffal view of the word association test. Specifically,
the present study Investlsretes reaction time, the galvenlc
skin resDonse and response faults of repetition se a func
tlon of the variables of entropy, emotionality end trials.
History
The method of free association has been long employed
In both psychological Investigations end in clinical practice
to exooee areas of conflict or Intrapersonal defense func-
tlonlng. In the traditional method, a list of words Is pre-
sented one at a time to a rmbject. The subject Is Instructed
to resoond with the first word that he talnks of r-fter the
completion of the stimulus word. The examiner records the
subject's response word end his? reaction time. After the
entire list har been presented, each of the stimulus words
Is re-presfnted, aM the subject Is asked to give the same
resr>onse that he gave on the first presentation of the list
(Rape port, 0111, & Schafer, 19^6).
Jung reported the first clinical use of the test In
1910 (Junj5, 1910), when he used It to uncover "complexes" of
varloufc sorts. The primary diagnostic Indicators which he
employed included: extended reaction time to respond; ievl-
ent relation of the response word to the stimulus word; and
Inability to recall the original association on the re-pres«
entatlon of the list. The appearance of one or more of
these signs when particular words were presented to the sub-
ject permitted the Inference that the stimulus words had Im-
pinged upon some conflicted area of psychic functlonlr»g In
3the muvidual. Thus the Jungl.n use of the word associa-
tion
.
deoended uoon his tacit assumption that enotlonal
srousal was upsetting and manifested in hlL^ "complex
Indlcetors*"
Of the Indicators of conflict that were first employed
by Jung, f?.nd of thoss others which h«.ve been developed and
elucidated since then, two of the siost often used are still
extended reaction tlrae to respond ©nd Inability to recall
the original response on the representation of the list. An
investigation of the tredltlon^fl view of these conflict in-
dicators was oerrled out by Laffel In 1955, essentially
quastlonliii the validity of the Junglsn assumption that dls-
ruotlve emotional arousal was raapoaslble for lengthening
reaction tloies on particular words.
In Laffal's experiment, a list of 100 words was pre-
Mnted to subjects In the usual free assoclrdon method, on-cJ
list present*- tlon for association and a second runthrough
for recall of the orl3;lnel responses. Laffal observed that
the frequency of excessively long reaction tlnjes those
over 2.6 seconds — md the frequsnoy of response faults of
recell was e1 -nlfloantly correlated with the number of dif-
ferent responses th?='.t 1^:^, the V'^^rleblllty given by the
entire group of subjects to those stimulus words.
Laffel felt thet thf Implication of this was that long
reaction tlmeSf Instead of reflecting interferenoe with the
associative process due to the presence of dlsruotlve eiio-
tlonal prousal, elraply reflect the forni of the assoclp.tlonel
response hler^-rchy of the stlijulus word, in other v.rords.
the possible associations to the Ioh:- reection- time words
forfa shallow hlsrarchies within the cognitive structures of
subjects; the nsf?r equality of hf^blt strength of these
severr,! responses 'nakes it difficult for one of them to be
given very rapidly. In the case of stimulus words to which
the subjeotG respond quickly, this would be due to the fact
thet the resoonaas fora a steep hierarchy, with the hsbit
strength of the first response word being especially domi-
nant, end with the aa80ci??tive strengths between the stlaiu-
lus word and the remaining words in the resoonse hierarchy
dlaslnishlnj^ rapidly.
To describe the hierarchy of responses to j» eti-nulus
word, Laffal utilized the concept of entropy developed by
Shaxmon (Chsnnon 5: weaver, 1949), This perfiiltted the slope
of a word's response hierarchy to be described by a single
nuaiber* This number represented the entropy of the word and
it depended uoon the nuaaber of different resnonsea given to
a particular word by Laffal 's subjects as a whole. Thus
words to which Laffpil's grouo of subjects as b whole gave
few different responses had a low entrooy value, while words
to which the group as a whole gaira sany different resoonsas
had a high entrooy velue.
In i960, the first innovation of the usual free associ-
•tloxi aethod appeared. This arose since Appelbauii (I960)
fait thpt the ordinary word assocl??tlon test w^s limited by
thft aubjact's tendency to j^ive ooduIpt resnonsee, pnd he
5felt that such responseB gave little Infom^tlori regnrdlng
the subject's fears, wishes and needs. He felt th-t if sub-
jects were deprived of the opportunity of giving such pro-
eelc responses, more Inforiaation might be obtained from
those responses the subjects did give.
On the basis of this view, Appelbaua added a third
trial to the word asijocl- tion test, Cn the second trial,
the subjeot was asked to repeat his origir^l response, while
on the third trial, the subject was instructed to supply the
first word that oaae to his mind thnt was different from the
one he had given before. He was told to be as quick as pos-
sible, Finca hie reaction times were to be recorded,
Anpelbaum thought that the idiosyncratic resnonse could
often be inhibited by the subject on the first runthrough of
the list. He felt, however, thpt requiring the subject to
give a different eiEooietion on the third trial would in-
crease the likelihood that this new response would be idio-
synorstic and revealing of the subject. Secondly, this
"addeci t^sBOci^tior trial," f>s Appelbanm called it, would
supply inforaation about attitudes the subject has toward
the stlitulus word and mi/^ht i^ive information significant for
prognorle or deolslons regarding theraoy.
A still further extension of the original free associa-
tion technique, using many levels of free association to the
same list of words, was introduced by Brody (196^). Brody
seleeted words which had different response hierarchies;
that is, the words differed fro;Q one another with respect to
6the slope of the group of reBponset each elicited, plotted
In terms of the frequency of each rear^onse the diff-rei.t
words elicited versus the r^^nk popularity of the words.
Fifteen orders of the list were presented to the sub-
jects, and they were tol^ that they could give any associa-
tlon they wished on each trial, rhe purpose of Brody's in-
vestigatlon wac^ to observe the influence of anxiety on the
forme of response hierarchies. He usad subjects at differ-
ent levels of enxl-ty ani observed their perforimnoe on the
word eeeociation taak.
While it would be logical in the expanded form of the
fr«e association test — bhat is, in the multiple free asso-
ciation T.ethod — to utilize the same indicators of conflict,
Brody m^'de no such interpretations of his data, ^^it rather
liiriited his inferences to a theoretical discussion of the
differences In word association perform^no© by high e.nd low
anxious Bubjeots,
Overview of tl^e Fi*esent .xperiasent
The present study investi^iatea reaction tiise as a func-
tion of the variables of erBOtionallty
,
entropy and trials.
The Inve stiffstlon of reaction time as a function of the
first two vfxrir'bles ettenpts to clarify and elucidate the
relationship that Laffal has suggested exists between renc-
tlon tinie and thasa varieblosi and the varirble of trials
has been added to supply infonaetlon of a theoretical nature
with respect to the first two f-ctors,
Laffal has suggested that reaction time on the word
7association t«st Is a function of the stimulus word's re.
sponse hler,orchy, and lass a function of the word*, enotlon.
Bl value. One way to investigate this view is to select
palre of words ar different levels of entropy, one of the
ifords beln- enotlon^l and one of them being non.emotion«l.
In this way, one can evp^luate reaction time as a function of
each of the variables senerately and ^Iso as a function of
their interaction.
Further elaboration of the relationship between the
variables of e^uotlonallty and entropy, and the support or
refutation of theoretical views of their operation,
-nay be
provided by examining reaction tisie over trials as a func-
tion of entropy and eraotion^^llty.
The present study, then. Involved selectln-^ two words
at each of eleven levels of entrooy, with one of the words
at each level being emotional nnd. the other word st that
level being non-em tion <=\1, Each subject was presented with
these twenty- two words on e^ch of four trials, with instruc-
tions to give a different association for ep.oh word on each
of the four trials.
If re-ctlon tiae on the first trial is at least partial-
ly a function of the stlnulue word's response hiarsrchy,
then it would seem logical that in a multiple free associa-
tion framework, the re«»otion times on successive trials would
also reflect the stimulus word's entropy value.
If the crucial variable in detemlnin^; reaction time
and recall In word association l£. the form of a word's
8resr>ons8 hlerorcliy end not Us assumed emotloml value, then
In the ^ultlpl® free association technique, words which have
the saae entropy value, regardless of their emotlonellty or
non-ei!otlon8llty, would be expected to /l^ald Identical func-
tlons If their reaction times across trials were plotted.
If, however, there is actually Bome emotional arousal en.^?en.
dered by the presentation of particular stimulus words, re-
action tiraes would be exoectad to %t least partially reflect
the iinpact of this eeiotionf^l arousal. Thus it would be pre-
dicted thf^t the slooe of plotted reaction tiises across
trials of words which were controlled for their entrooy
values, but which differed in terms of their emotionality,
would not be identical.
On the basis of the forefoln^^ discussion, the present
experiasttt will investigate?
1) Reaction time as a function of th« vsrlables of emo-
tionality, entrooy aivl trials, ^nd as a function of
the interaction of these variables over four triels,
2) The galvanic skin response as & function of the
variables of emotionality, entropy end trials, and
as a function of the interaction of thsBe variables
on th« first two trials,
3) Kesponse faults of repetition across four trials as
a function of the vcri^^bles of eiiotionality ?nd
entropy,
'e<?ctlon tine, the i^alvnnic skin resoonse ?=;nd re-
sponse faults of repetition as a function of the
variables of eTiotlonality
,
entropy end trials,
when subjects have been divided Into different
groups on the basis of a manifest anxiety
measure.
Hypotheses
Specifically, the following hypotheses are made
with respect to the above. The rationale for these
hypotheses will appeer in the following section.
la) It is hypothesized th- t reaction time is a
function of response entrooy, and hence it is
predicted that reaction time will vary as a
function of entror^y on both the first tri^'l
and over all four trials such that high
entrooy words will yield long reaction times
and low entropy words will yield short ref c-
tion tlTies, Statistically, tliis predicts a
slgrilflcant effect of the variable of entropy
on the first trial and over all four trials,
lb) It is hypothesized th^t reaction time in
word association reflc^cth? the emotionality
or non-ernotionpllty of the stiniulus word,
such that emotlonrl words -dll yield shorter
RTs than non-emotionrl words both on the
first trial sna over all four trials. Sta-
tistically, this predicts a significant
effect of the variable of emotionality
10
on reaction tlm- on the first trial and over ell
four trials.
To) It Is hypothesized that the emotional value of a
stlTiulus word will interact with the form of Its
response hierarchy and thus ©Iter the effeoclve
foriTi of the resoonse hlar/^rchy and therefore the
re-ctlon time to that stlnulus word. Thus It Is
predicted that there will be an Interaction of the
variables of emotionality
.^snd entropy on the first
trial, Slnoe the emotional l-npp.ct of partical&r
words mey diminish over trials, It cannot be pre-
dicted whether there will be an emotionality by
entropy Interaction over all four trials.
Id) It Is also hypothesized that the Instructions to
the subject to deliver a different response on each
trlfll th?n the response he has formerly given to a
portlculpir word will necessitate the subject^a
teklng more tlae to deliver his resx>onse, Henc« It
Is predicted that reaction time will show a gmsierml
Increase with successive trials, Statlstlceily,
this predicts a significant effect of the variable
of trials on reaction time,
le) It is hypothesized that there will be an Interac-
tion between the variables of entropy and trials.
Words with high entro vaXuo8» while showing an
Increase In re^jctlon tlae over trials, will not
show as great en increase In reaction time as a
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function of trials as will words with low entropy
values. Statistically, this predicts a significant
interaction between the variables of entropy and
trials. No other interactions are expected on the
rs>3Ction time response asasure.
Ila) It is hypothesize! that words «vhlch have been pre-
defined as e-TJObicnal by a number of Psychology
graduate students will yield lnp^^@r galvanic skin
response deflections on the first of the two trials
on which the galvanic skin response is recorded
than words which have been pre-defined as non-emo-
tional by tnese students. Statistically, this pre-
dicts a significant effect of emotionality on the
galvanic skin response,
lib) It is also predicted that sines tlis galvanic skin
response reflects an increase in active tion in the
subject, ar*d that such activation -oul 1 : coonpany
the searoh for an appropriate response, high en-
tropy words, which would necessitate lenxthened re-
action timest would also yield greater j^alvanic
skin response deflections than low entropy words.
Statistlcall,/, this predicts a significant effect
of entropy on the gelva lic skin response.
lie) It is anticipated that on the second trial of the
experiment, when the galvanic skin response is
again recorded, deflections to all words will ba
reduced as a function of the greater relaxation of
12
the Bubjtets. .:ence ii le orsdlctei that there
will be a significant effect of the variable of
trials on the galvanic akin response, ^:o slgnlfl.
cant Interaction effects are prerlicted for the
variables of emotionality, entropy and trials on
the galvenlc skin response measure.
Ill) It Is hypothesized that any condltior) which Is
associated with short reaction times on the first
trial woijli elzo be expected to produce a greater
number of resoonse faults of repetition than a con-
dltlon which iL aG,.,cci,?.ted with lengthened reaction
time on tUe first trial. Hence it le predicted
that there will be T.ore response faults on repeti-
tion for non-eraotlonp.l than for eaiotional words,
and for low entropy words than for high entropy
wordB*
IVe) It Is predloted that rerction time verios as a
function of the usual state of the subject axA
henoe the reaction times for the different anxiety
groups will be different. Stetlatically , this pre-
dicts a elgnlficont effect of the anxiety Ijvel
variable on reaction time,
IVb) it is also predicted that there will be a signifi-
cant interaction between the variables of anxiety
group and entropy such that hl:jhly anxious subjeota
will respond oiore ra-oidly to low entropy words and
more slo.vly to hi ,h entropy words than non-anxious
13
subjects, fhis predicts a significant interaction
between enxlety level and entropy,
IVc) Regarding the galvanic skin response as a function
of the variables of emotionality, entropy and
trials, when the subjects have been divided into
different anxiety groups, it is predicted that
there will be an effect of this division such thst
high anxious subjects will show greater reactivity
then non-anxious subjects. No intersections are
predicted between the anxiety groups variable and
the variables of einotionallty, entropy and trials
on the galvanic skin response measure,
IVd) It is predicted that resoonse faults of repetition
will vary as a function of the anxiety level of the
subjects. Henoe it is predicted that there will be
a significant effect of anxiety level on the re-
sponse faults of repetition measure such that high
anxious subjects will make more faults of repeti-
tion than will low anxious subjects,
HeactiOB Tlae and Hesoonse Faults
The present thesis will use learning, theory aa a fraiie-
work for its predlctloni;, /Ithou,^ the major view presented
will be that of Hull, the e-ioirical findings .>f 3rody and
Laffal will alao be included.
In th© Hullien view of word ftSsoci?tion, it may be as-
auned that partloul^ r stliuulus words are linked with par-
ticular associative strengths to certain response words.
1^
Thus a probability vplue m^y be assigned to the likelihood
of any response's occurrence on the bttsls of the associative
strength thet has been built up between a partlculer stimu-
lus word and each of the several possible response words.
According to the associrtive strengths built up between a
stlniulus word and the various response words It has been
linked with, these response worlds are distributed in a hier-
prohy, with the words most etrcmgly associated with the
stimulus word being hi.^hast in the hierarchy and with the
less strongly associated resnonses formln?; a slope of r#»
sponso probabilities with dlmlnlshln,;? magnitude, and honce
with dlTilnlshlnz likelihood of being elicited.
On the first trial of a free association teat, ^resura-
ebly the most strongly associated response word, hrvin^ the
highest effective reaction potential, will be elicited. De-
pending upon the nssgnltude of the effective re?^ction poten-
tial, the reBr>onse will be made rnpldly or Blowly, and this
In turn depends on the assooletlve strength between the
stimulus word and «ny word or words in the response hierarchy.
In regard to emotional and non-eiaotional words, f^nd the
differences In reaction time and response ellcltatlon to
these as stlijulus words, ilull's concept of enxlity must be
considered, Hull stnted that anxiety acts as a drive. Since
effective reaction potential e<iuals drive times habit
strength, and since anxiety acts as a drive, then anxiety
will combine multlollcstlvely with the already extant habit
strengths In a resoonse hierarchy rnd will caus-? the more
15
probable reeponaee to become still more probable relatively
speaking, in other words, the Introduction of anxiety as ©
drive factor will serve to steepen the gradient of potolble
responses In e given response hler?5rchy. On the basis of
this, the Hullian prediction would be that under anxiety
conditions, the steeT>enln : of the hierarchy would both inake
the most ponul^r responsee etlll more populer and would rIso
reduce the number of possible assoclptlons ^'ooeaslble to tha
subject. Hence, ouotlonr-l words, which nay t>e assumed to
Introduce anxiety as a drive factor, would be exoected to
show thl£ same steepening of response hierarchy. This le^ds
to the prediction of shorter reaction tlnies for emotional
words than for neutral words If both words have the saiae
Initial response hierarchy.
On successive trl<^ls of free association. It would be
predicted that emotional words, hpvlng caused the steepening
of the response hierarchy, would show shorter reaction times
but would show response faults of repetition sooner than
neutrrl words, because the steepening of the hierarchy would
reduce the number of different associations svall^^ble to the
subject for the emotional stimulus word.
Accord lag to Hull's postuletlon of anxiety «» a drive,
anxiety should combine In -nultlollcf^tlve fashion with all
raactlon potentlBls In the response hler*>rchy, nr^kln-^ all
hler»^rchles steeper, regardless of the specific habit
strengths — or Initial forms — of the hierarchies,
An lnve«tl}:"*^-tlon by Brody (1964-) has presented evldenoe
16
Incon-ruent with the .iulU. n forniuletlon. Utilising the 21
highest and 21 lowest valued words on Laff^?l»s 1955 List of
Uncertainty Values, ^nd having high end lovj anxious subjects
free assoclete to these words In a nultlplo free association
paradli-n, 3rody found thp-t the presence of anxiety In eub-
^•ct8 tended to Incrsaae the uncertainty of High Uncertainty
words
»
end tended to decrease the uncertainty of Low Uncer-
tainty words. Stated otherwise, 3rody found thf^t If the re.
sponee hierarchy of ^ .rroun of responses was already eteep,
the Introduction of
-nxlety m-de this hierarchy still steeper,
while If ths hierarchy was shallow, the Introduction of
anxiety mrde the hierarchy still Tiore shallow.
The prediction that Brody*s observation would lead to
with regard to perforrnance on multiple free association
would be 9n Interaction between the varl->bles of eniotlonRl-
Ity 9nd entrooy, H^nce eraotlonal words with an Initially
steep hler^srchy would sho^^j '*n even greater steeosnln^ of
this hierarchy, while euotlonal words with an Initially
shallow hierarchy would show an even greater flattening of
the hierarchy. Thus on successive trials, high entropy emo-
tional words would show a shorter reaction tlae — due to the
reduced number of as Delations — and would also show a
greatar nvoibar of response faults of rapatlticn than would
low entropy emotional word.s, the Increased flattening of
whose hlererchles would permit more easy multiple associa-
tion.
In effect, the Laffal conceotuallzstlon Is quite similar
17
to th© Hulllen appro-^ch to free aBSOOletion. ccordlng to
Laffal*s view, the words In en Individual's r«p«rbolre of
responses to e given stimulus are distributed in a hlerer*
Cfiioel form. If this hierarchy la a steep one, .^nd the most
salient response Is auch T.ore probable* of being elicited
than th© successive responses in the hierarchy, then the
subject will produce a rmuponse quickly on the first trial
end, on later trials in ijultipls free association, this most
probable response will again be the first to occur to the
subject. Hence on later trials, the subject will be able,
or will not be able, to develop a different response from
the one formerly given dependln;5 on the form of the response
hiarerchy. If the hierarchy Is steei?, few if ony responses
other than the original ona will be available to th© subject
and hence, words with such hlererchies would be expected to
show a slightly increasing reaction time over trisls and a
greater number of faults of repetition than would words
whose response hlerorohies were initially shallow. In this
latter case, where the form of the response hierarchy is
initially shallow, it would take longer for an initial re-
sponse to be developed, because several responses, ell of
epproxlmetely equal associative strength, may compete, until
one is finally given. However, on successive trials, it
would be easier, aad indeed even more probable, that a sub-
ject could i?:lve a new assooletion to a word whose response
hierarchy Is shallow. Hence the Laffal view, being an ex-
tension of the Hulllsn theorlsatlon, would predict resnonse
13
faults of repetition and react Ion tlT^e length both to be a
function of response entropy, such that gteep hiersrchy
words would show more repetition fsuits than words with
shallow hierarchies, and words with steep hierarchies would
show initially short reaction times, but would show increas-
ing reaction times over trials, while wordB with shallow
hierarchies would show Initially long reaction times, but
tbese reaction tiiaes would not lengthen appreciably over
trials.
The uost slfTjnif leant aspect of Lsffol's vien la that he
ascribes the difference in reaction time and response faults
of repetition primarily to the fom of ths resoonse hier-
archy for particular words, and he does not ensphaslze the
impact of the vari<^ble of emotionality on reaction ti:i?e and
response faults in the free association test, Laffel would
consider emotionality as an im-^ortant factor only when the
subject's perforniance deviates from what would be expected
on the ba;-is of the stimulus word's response hierarchy,
Ap 'licption of Theory to Predictions
Hull's theoretical systaa and the eaipirical findings of
several authors will now be applied to the present author's
own predictions.
Regarding hypothesis (la), the Hullian view states that
the responses in a hierarchy of responses ere distributed on
the basis of th« assoclPtlve strength between the Dri3;inal
ttliiiulus and any OTue response, these associa tive strengths
depending upon the number of reinforced pairings of
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partlcul-r coraplex of stlnulus and resnonse. It Is etsen.
tlelly the number of such pairings of stinulus P.nd restxmM
that cause the responses to be distrlbutea In hierarchical
forii. The response which has had tha greatest number of re-
inforced pairings with the stinaulus will be the most etron^ay
aseocieted, or do-ninant, response. Thus, dependin,? upon the
number of reinforced pBlrln^^s each response has had with the
stimulus, all the oossibla responses to 8 stimulus will be
distributed in «5 hierarchy.
Reaction time would be expected to vary directly with
the strength of association between the stinulus snd the
nost salient response. If one of the resoonee words is aiuch
more stron,!^ly associated v?lth the stimulus word than any of
the other resr>onse words — i.e. in the case of a low entropy
word — the res onse will emerge quickly and the refaction
time would be expected to be short. If none of the responses
is clearly associated saore strongly with the sti.'aulus v^ord
than any of the other responses — i ,e, in the case of a high
entropy word — it would take © longer tiae for one response
to emerge, rnd hence the raaction time would be lengthened.
Hence the Hullion prediction for (la) would be that low en-
tropy words would show short reaction tiaies on the first
trial of a8sooi??tion, while hi -h entropy words would show
Ion reaction times on the first trial. The prediction that
the entropy varinbls will be significant over trials assumes
that tne reaction time to respond to n word on any trial
will be a function of the entropy of the word's response
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hierp?rchy
,
In the Hulllan eyotem, the responses in ^ response
hierarchy are distributed on the basis of habit strength,
fiffeetive reaction DOtentlal, though, is seen as being
dependent upon drive times habit strength. Hence the intro-
duction of drive — or ejnotionality would cause an increase
in the effective reaction potential of all of the responses
In a hiererohy, since the drive factor would combine with
the already existing habit strengths of each resoonee. This
multiplicative combination of drive and habit strength would
cause a steepening of the hierarchy, laakin - the dominant re-
sponses in the hierarchy still more donfiinant relatively
spep.king. Hence ernotionsl words, which can be assumed to
introduce a drive fee tor, will cause the steeoenlng of this
word's response hierarchy in the individuel. Thus the Hull-
laa prediction with respect to hypothesis (lb) would be that
emotion^^l words, causing this steepening of response hier-
archy, would yield 8 mora rapid initir. . r soonse than non-
emotional words, If both the emotional and non-enotionsl
words had initially similar response hierarchies.
Because of the sjul ciplicnttve combination of drive and
hfliblt strength, the Hulllan fraaiswork would predict a sig-
nificant effect of the interaction between entropy and emo-
tionality, which agrees with the present author's own hy-
pothesis (Ic), The entropy by ©aotionality interaction
would be predicted because low entropy ©aiotional words would
hpve their resoonee hiersrchies extre-nely steepened, wnile
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high entropy emotlonri words would not ?^how euch an f^nprecl-
able steepening; of their hierarchies, «'on-emotlon?»l words,
not heviiij; an added drive feotor, would not show as extreme
a difference In reaotlon tlTies at the different levels of
entropy, although non«-enotional words would be expected to
Bhow shorter rerctlon tlmee for low than for high entropy
values*
On the basis of Lnffal's experlnenbril flnilnpre (1955),
he would predict th^-t the entropy variable would be slgrlfl-
oant on the first trinl, Since he does not present his
views regarding the difference between euotlonal and non-
emotional stlroulus words, It 1& not possible to state his
ppadlotlons In this respect.
On the basis of ^rody's (196^) Investlratlons, ona
would oredlct a 6l<3:nlfleant Interaction effect between the
variables of emotionality and entropy on the first trial,
since arody found that eraotlonallty tended to make initially
steeo hlerptrchlss still steeper pnd lnltl?^lly shallow hier-
archies still shpllovrer. Hence Brody's view wouli n^^ree
with hypothesis (Ic), predicting that low entropy emotional
words would yield especially rapid reactions, while hl^^h en-
tropy enaotlonnl words would yield especially extended reac-
tion times on the first trial. Kon-emotlon'-l words would be
expected, to show a lass severe difference In reaction times,
with low entrooy words showln/, shorter Initial reaction
times thrm hi^h entropy words.
BegardlnvT, reaction time as a ^unction of the Tarlable
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Of trials, In terms of the Hulllan viewpoint, the feet th*»t
successive
— and different responses In e response hler-
s^rchy are less srd less strongly e soclate^ with the original
stimulus word would mean that It would take ths subject
longer to deliver a response or each successive trisl of
free ossoclr.tlon. Thus the lulll^n prediction with respect
to hypothesis (Id) would be that there would be a slgaifl-
cent :^ffect of the trials verioble, p^gerdless of whether
the stimulus words were emotional or neutral, and r9gardX#88
of their entropj/ values.
Contrary to the present author's hypothesis, end also
to the Hullian theoretical position, are the findin^rs of
Bodin and Geer {I963), i'heae authors found no increase in
reaction times across multiple levels of free essoclption,
and hence they would predict that reaction time would not
show a significant increase as a function of trials*
Since Bodin and Gaer present data regarding only dif-
ference scores, and since they used depressed patients
subjects in their investigation, it is likely that the ini-
tial reaction times of their subjects were several seconds
longer than the usual re?*ctlon tl^es of normal subjects.
Presumably, as their subjects warmed up to the tester and to
the test situation, there was a tendency for their reaction
times to beoosB© shorter. Hence the result!^ ^ reactl n times
across trials can ba saan as the combine tlon of two o-'posln;t
tendencies — on tha one h^nd, for the reaction times to be-
come longer with successive trlels, and on the other hand,
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for the subjects to relax sroI henoe resoond more quickly.
Thus It \-.
->robable th^t reaction tl^nes do lengthen over
trials, but that in Bodin end Jeer*8 experiment, the two
opposite tezidenoies caiicelled out the effect of the trials
variable,
H«gar4lBg the fe-riable of emotionality eoross four
trials, tha -iulll^n position would be that the etofcional
Rtinaulus words >fould be associated with a steepening of
theee stimulus words' response hierarchies, «nd emotional
stlrmalus words would thus be expected to show essentially no
change In reaction tine on successive trials but sore ra-
eponse faults of repetition, or a lengthening of repction
time on th« «econd, third and fourth trials, w-lle the sub-
ject searches for a resoonse that he has not ^Iven before,
Hon-emotlonal words would be expected to show an Increeae In
reaction time across trials. In a linear fashion, Heaoe it
is possible that there could be an Interaction between the
variables of emotionality end trials.
The Hulll-n Bitd Leffal views of hypothesis (le) — re-
gardlng the Interaction of the variables of entropy and
trials — i^'ould be essentially -similar. This would be that,
according to the fom of the hierarchy of responses to a
given word — that is, the word's entropy value the esse or
difficulty with which new associations to the ; tiiiulus word
could be given would be determined t Hence high entropy
words, with flat resporiee hierarchies, would permit new
associations to be made to tha stl«nulus word on successive
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trials Tiore ©«slly then low entropy words, with steep hler.
archies; thus high entropy words would be expected to enow
lees of en increase in reaction times eoross trials thsri low
entropy words,
regarding the present hypotheses with respect to the
galnmio skin response as a function of the Vftrisblas of
eiiotlonslity, entropy
€>nd trials, the theoretical formula-
tions presented in this thesis heve not included any con«
sideretlon of the ineesurement of arousal by the gelvr-rjic
skin response. For the purposes of this investifratlor), it
will be assumed that heightened autonomic ectlvlty, which
can be measured by galvenic skin response deflections (wood-
worth & ;"ohlosberg, i960), will be reflective of tha arousal
level of the subjact, Since the galvanic Ekin response may
be influenced by the alerting response of an individual;
conflict in terms of a reaction tendency which is blocked;
or either internal or external stress of the indivliiual, It
will not be su,^; ,ested thet the galvarlc skin rerponse will
be an index specifically of the subject^s '•e^jotlonal" re-
•ponslvlty. The prediction is made, however, as state<i in
hypothesis (He), thet words which have been ju^iged as amo^
tional by Psychology grf?'1u- te students will yield larger
galvanic skin response deflections than words which hr^ve
been juiged ae non-eiaotionp.l by these same gradu?*'te students,
when the words «re equated for the entropy of their res ^onse
hie.r-« replies.
It would be predicted, then, that the galvanic skin
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P«8ponse would vary as a funotion of the emotional value of
stiniuliAs words on the first trlsl.
Since the gBlv^snlc skin response elao reflaots general
increases in ©ctlv.' tlon In the subject, aM such Increeses
In activation would accotupsny cognitive '5ffort or conflict,
It woull also be predicted, as hypothesis (lib) states, thet
this dependent meBBure would vary es e function of the v^^rl-
able of sntropy on the first trial.
In regard to the galvanic skin response measure as a
function of the trials variable, two possibilities exist.
First of sll, the galvanic skin response seeas to show
adaptstlon, so that continued or repested exposure to a
stinBulus reveals a reduction in the responeivlty of the sub-
ject to the stifnulus. From this viewpoint, it would be pre-
dicted that emotional words would lose their ebillty to
elicit a galvanic skin response deflection from the subject
on the second trial of word assooistion. This would orediot
a slgnificf;nt effect of the trials variable on the galvauio
skin r^rsponsa*.
The other loosslblllty in regard to the galvenio skin
resoonse as a function of trials is due to the feat that the
galvanic skin response may also reflect blocked response
tendencies of the subject. :>ino© on the second trial, the
subject's inltlril resnons-^ word 'laay occur to hlai end raay
have to be inhibited, he mr-y shoifi a galvanic skin response
deflection equal to, or greater than, the deflection he gava
on the first triu^l. In this ls<tter esse, there aight either
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be a signlflCFint effect of the trials variable or there
alght not be.
Regarding hypothesis (III response fault, of reoetl-
tlon 88 a function of the varlsblss of emotionality ^nl en-
tropy, Laffr^l and Hull would predict these to be a function
of the variable of response entrooy, such that words with
•teep hierarchies would show b greater number of response
faults of repetition than words with shallow hierarchies,
nils would be so because on l;?ter trials, the most salient
response to the stimulus word would occur to the subject
and, unless he could Inhibit this resT^onse and go on to ??n-
other one, he would repeat his plrep.dy given response,
Hulllan theory states that drive rnd hrblt strength
combine multlpllcf^- lively to yield effective reaction poten-
tial. It Is assumed that one of the basic correlates of
anxiety Is « certain level of drive. It Is assuned that
Individuals who perform differently on S08l?>s of inanlfest
anxiety, such as the Taylor ::o8le of Manifest Anxiety (I95I),
would differ In their degree of generrsl drive or activation.
On the basis of the nultlplloetlve combination of drive and
habit strength. It would be assuaed that subjects at differ*
ant levels of anxiety, h^vln;- different amounts of drive to
combine with the responses In their word response hler^rch-
ita, would perfom differently on a word assoclptlon test.
Hence this predicts, as stetei In hynothesls (IVe), that
there would be a significant effect of the anxiety variable
on reaction tine.
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Since the variable of entropy is e^s6ntlally a way of
deecrlblng the habit strengthB of several pespoHse words
with one stlraulus word, it would be expected that the dif-
fering? drive levels of subjects at different levels of rs^ml-
fest enxlety would Interact with the entropy variable, such
that high anxious subjects would show f*^ster reaction times
to low entropy words and longer reaction times to hi.rh en-
tropy words than non-enxlous subjects on the first trial.
Thus, a« stated la hypothesis (xVb), the Hulllsn view would
predict an Interaction between the variables of entropy and
anxiety level.
Since the galvanic skin response reflects the level of
•ctlvation of the subject, end since it is presumed that
subjects at different levels of inanlfest anxlaty hpve dif-
ferent degrees of activation, it would be predicted that the
anxioty group vprlable would be significant, such that high
anxious subjects would show greatar galvanic skin response
reactivity than non^anxloua subJaot8»
It is felt that individuals who ara placed Into differ-
ent groups on tha baala of a manifest anxiety jaeesure will
have different states of general drive. It would be pre-
dicted that the drive in these individuals, depe? li ? on its
degree, would combine with the habit strengths of the re-
sponses to stlfnulus words, and alter the response hierarchies
In accord with the amount of drive present.
Thus it would be predicted that the response hiararohiee
would be steepened to « greater degree the greater the amount
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Of drive in the subject. Thus the high anxiety level group
would hsve the steepest hierarchies — ©nd the fewest avail-
able responses} the low anxiety grou? would be ex-)ecte1 to
have the shallowest hierarchies — anti the greatest number of
available responses. Hence, as stated In hypothesis (IVd),
it would be predicted that response faults of repetition
woulr5 vary as a function of the smsUty level of the sub-
jects, such that high anxious »ubjf?ct8 will make -nore faults
of rspatifcion — since they will h- ve f?v,'er different re-
sponses available to them — than will low anxious subjects.
9
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St i TiUll
In selecting ths words to be U3®d In the present exper-
iTBsnt, t'/tfo varlabl«c were oonsldered, the variables being
those of e-20tlonallty and entropy. Inltl-lly, a Clinical
Psychologist and th- exnarlsenter himself examined Laffal's
100-word list of Jnoartalnty Values, end selected therefroa
forty words at various levels of entropy. Of the forty
words, twenty were Judged to be esiotlonal and twenty were
Judged to be non-a notional, Th^se forty words were typed
on index oards and *:ere then adainistered to a selection of
ten Psycholory graduate students, who were asked to rank the
words In order from the most eraotional to the l«ast emotion-
al. Ten of the eleven emotional stlTiulus words which were
used in the experiment were taisen from this ranking, and
nlna of t.he non-e notional words used were also taken from
this ranking. The stiuulus words which were not teken fron
Laffal's list of Uncertainty Values were obtained from the
Kent-rvosanoff word List and their entropy values were com-
puted according to .enders (195^) • ^he one esiotlonal word
wHioh was not taken from Laffal's list, was tai<en froa the
Kent-Rosanoff vori List and was used because there was no
emotional word at that particular level of entropy on
Laffal's list. Similarly, In tho cases where no non-e?ao-
tlonal word could be found In Laffal^s list to natch the en-
tropy value of an emotional word, b non-e-aotlon??.! wot»d whose
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entropy v.-lue did m^toh th^t of the ©notional word,
selected frora the Kent-^ossnoff Word List and wms used In
the exoerlnsnt. Of the original rorty words which wers
ranked by the graduate students, emotional words were se-
leoted which did not h^ve a mmn rank of over I3, and non-
emotion?^! words were selected which did not have a se^rn rejik
of under 26. ^ords were selected at appropriate Intervals
of »50 on the entropy v^^rlable.
Pwenty-two words were presented to eeoh subject on e?^ch
of four trials. These twenty- two words Included eleven emo-
tlon*5l and eleven non-enotlonf^l words, sampling entropy
values from 5.50 to O.62, at approxlaiate intervals of 0,50,
The mean entropy volue for the emotional words was 3.1^ and
the standard devlp>tlon of the entropy valuet^ for the ctio-
tlonal words was 1.46, The raean entropy value for the aon-
eniiotlonsl words wps 3.I6 and the stfrnd^^rd deviation of the
entropy values for the non-emotlonal words wes 1,44, The
stimulus words appear In Appendix A.
^ 22x22 Latin Square was constructed to counterbalance
the order of presentation of the stimulus words and to con-
trol for sequence as well as orier of presentation. 'O re-
strictions were placed on the number of emotional or non-
emotlonal words #fhlch could occur consecutively.
The order of word present-^tlon for each subject was de-
termined by selecting one pfilr of colunins and one pelr of
rows from the Latin Square arrangement of the stimulus words.
The selection of the first ord?r of oresentatlon for e
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subject wes made without restriction, except trmt It was ons
of the oolunns of the Latin Square which had not been used
before. The second order of presentation wee deterulned by
selecting? the row of the Letln Square which began with the
eleventh word of the previously UBod column. The third
order of presentation was the column whose order was exactly
the opooslte of the order on the first nresentetlon. The
fourth order of presentation was the row whose or5er was
axBctly the opooslte of the order of the second trial.
The words were presented to the subject by taps re-
corder, one word belnj^ presented every 20 second r,, with a
raady slk^al presented aoproxlmately two secondE befDre the
stlTiulus word was actually oresented. Each subject received
four different orders of presentation of the twenty-two word
list with the instructions being read to the subject in
between trials.
On the first two trials of the experiment, the subject's
galvanic skin responses uo the stiaiulus words were recorded,
Hanoe the first trial included the presentation of three
edditlonel words to peruit the subject to baooaa familiar
with the word Rssocir.tion procedure and the galvanic skin
raaponse procedure, xhe saiae three warss-up words were used
for ell subjects, but the order In which these words were
presented wns varied randomly for each subject.
After each subject had baen run through the four trials
of word assoclfitlon, he was given e short form of the Taylor
Manifest Anxiety Scale (1951) • scale used in the present
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investigation was obtained by personal co anjunlcatlon with
nr. Gordon Gerrlsh (196^^), who developed the sc«le. The
8««le Items were all taken from the origin^?! 1951 layior
Manifest Anxiety Soale nnd the 1953 revised Taylor Soale.
However, th© aotual Items used in the uoale construoted by
?^r. Gerrlsh were selected on the basis of several vlldstlon
studies of the Items on the Manifest Anxiety
-oale. ihe
soale devised ,«nd used was a true-false type Inventory, con.
slstlng of 8 total of k5 items of which ?.0 were anxiety
Items, pnd was disguised as a Biographical Inventory, A
discussion of the studies upon which the 31ographlcRl Inven-
tory wee based appears In Appendix 3, «nd the Blographlc*>l
Inventory Itself appears In Appendix C,
The subject's word associations and rtaetlon times to
the 22 words were recorded on each of four trials, as was the
aubjaot's galvanic skin resoonses aocomDRnylnR; his verbal
associations on the first tv^o trials. I^urther, a measure of
each subject's level of manifest anxiety was obt.p'lned at the
completion of the four trials of word assocl;- tlon. Thus the
data was analyzable by either of two analysis of v^-.rlance
models* These models were, first, a completely within Sub-
Joota doslgn with the variables being emotionality, entropy
and trlr<l8, and second, a Mlxad design with anxiety level
beln^^ the Between Subjects v?»rlrble, and the within Subjects
variables being emotionality, entropy end trl«^ls. To test
some of the hypotheses, the trl le variable was dropped and
the oomnletely within Subjects or the nxed design analysis
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of variance me oarrled out on the first trial only, saoh
of tnese two types of analyses wes applied to the resotlon
tlfn© the galvanic skin response date. Analyses of vari-
ance tables for these designs appe-r In Appendix D,
Sub.^ects
1?he aubjacts used In this Investigation were 2? under-
graduate male volunteers from the University of lassechu-
»etts. The subjects included both Introductory rsychology
students and students who were not enrolled in en Introduc-
tory Psychology course, since the sign-up sheet for subjects
•aid that 8 subject could choose between one hour's credit
and one dollar for serving in the experiment. Eight of the
subjects received one dollar for participating In the exper-
iment, while 14 subjects rec?'lved one hour of credit for
partlcloatlng in the exoerlment.
Procedure
The experiment was o^?rrled out In a square room approx-
Ifsately seven feet by seven feet. The subject was seated in
a wooden ohplr on one side of the roon. On a siaall table
directly in front of the subject, thei»e was « Wollens^k
aodel r-1500 tape recorder faclne: hl!B« On the other jslde of
the room, bhara was a Grass model 5D Polygraph and e table
on which there vths 9. Standard -sleotric Chronometer, The
electric chronometer and the stimulus marker of the poly-
graph were each connected to sepsrfste single pole push-button
•Boraentery switches, both of which were in s block of wood on
the experimenter's table. Eetween the subject and the
©xpsrluanUr was an openue screen which concealed the exper-
imenter from the subject.
When the subject entered the roo!3, he was seated In the
•ubjecfc's chslr and was connaoted to the polygraph by means
of finger electrodes^ As the subject was balanced Into the
circuit, the experl-nenter explained the galvanic skin re-
Br>onse procedure.
At this point, the exT)erlaent was begun by the exnerl-
mcnter reading the following Instructions to the subject:
A series of words Is golnnr to be oresented to
you by tape recorder. The words will be nre-
sented one at a tine, one word every twenty
seconds , There will be p. signal just before
eeoh word is presented, Yoxx a^-e to respond
to each word with one other word. It does
not nr-ke any difference what your word is,
but It should be the first woni thPt cones to
your (olnd after the oomplstlon of the stimu-
lus word, I vmnt you to listen to the wor3s
carefully, and respond to them as quickly as
you can, since your reaction times will be
recorded , Are there any Questions?
At this point, the experimenter turned on the terse r?^-
corder and took his seat at the experltaenter' s table. At
the end of the stimulus- vv'ord presentation, the experlnenter
depressed the buttons for the - tliTiulus uarker and the chro-
nometer, Ahen the subject gave his response, the experi-
menter released the buttons. The reaction tlTie was then re-
corded frOTi the chronometer In hundredths of a second and
the subject's reaction word was also recorde'^.
The first three words for each subject were to oernlt
him to iret used to ths free association procedure. These
words were randomized for eaoh subject and were not part of
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the twenty-two stimulus words of the actual experiment,
/fter the first trial had been cofapleted, the tape re-
cor^isr wee stopped ^nd the experimenter reeA the following
set of Instructions to the subject:
How the sane series of words Is sroing to be
pre£;ented ngein, one v^'ord every twenty
seconds, Xou are to res •onl with a word
other thsn the word you geve on the firet
trial. For example, If the word w^s Bottle
end you res onded Soda* I want you to
8 different response on this trlel, for ex-
anpl^, Glass. •.e&Dond es quickly re you
oen since your reaction times will ?igaln be
recorded, /ny questions?
htttr the second tri»l had been oompletei, the poly-
grorjh v.'ss turned off, I'he above instructions were used for
the third end fourth trials, but the subject was told to
give a different response than thoee he had given on either
of the flrfct two, or the flret three, trials.
After the four trials of word a££Ociation hki been com-
pleted, tho subject was given the anxiety scale.
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Two dependent aieaburas were recorded for each subject,
"niete meesures were reaction time of the subject's verbal
r«iponses over ell four trials ani the subject' e galvanic
•kin respon»«» accoinpanyiug his verbal responses on the
first two triftla. The subject's verbel responses were also
recorded On the basis of the number of resoonse? the sub*
Ject answered In the keyed direction on the short form of
the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale, <-P!Ch subject wss assigned
an anxiety score. On the basis of these scores, the sub-
jects were divided into three levels of anxiety. There were
nine subjects in the first, or low level, pnxisty group and
their HAS scores varied from 2-6; seven subjects in the
second, or iTjediuiii, anxiety group* vlth MS scores varying
froia 8-10; fsnd six subjects in the thir^l, or high level,
anxiety group, with ?!AS varying froii 11-16,
Analyses of vnrisiict* were carried out for the reaction
time seasure and for the galvanic skin response measure
separately on the first tri^^l and over four or two trials,
respectively, z^oh of these response measures was analyzed
in eech case as a complately Within Subjects design, that
is, Subjects by ^-^cotio-'t^lity by Entropy or Subjects by Joio-
tlonality by Entropy by Prlfils, The dependent measures ware
anelyzed again, u'ing anxiety as a Between ubj-^ct-; vsrl^^ble.
An unweighted means analysis of varianca was used to adjust
for the different numbers of subjects in ©f5ch of the anxiety
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groups In th« mixed analysis (Winer, 1962, p, jyk) . The
action tins resDonse awaeure was analyzed es a Subjects
within levels of anxiety by .Emotionality by £ntrooy, but was
not analyzed as a Subjects within levels of anxiety by Emo.
tlonallty by Entropy by Trials. The gelvenlc sicln response
measure was anplyzed as a Subjects within levels of anxiety
by £,Tiotlonallty by '?:ntropy and was also analyzed es a Sub-
jects within levels of anxiety by Eaotlonellty by Entrooy by
Trials,
A reciprocal trantfopmatlon was carried out on the re-
action time data, thus transforming latency scores into
speed Bcores. This also nortnallzed the within cell distri-
butions pnd reduced the cell v-^rlpcnces. Thus the analyses
of VRrl?=»nce on the reaction time resoonse data wara done on
the transformed speed scores.
Table 1 presents the analysis of variance for the reac-
tion time measure on the first trial as a completely Within
Subjects design. Table ? presents the analysis f Vf?ri^>nce
f >r the reaction tlae measure on the first trial es b. llxed
design with one Between and two >.'lthln Subjects variables*
Both the coT.pletely Within Subjeets and the Mixed de-
sign anelyses of Vfirlsnca indicated that einotionelity , en-
trooy and the eno tlonallty by entropy Interdiction were sig-
nificant 8t the ,01 level on the first trial. However, the
Between Subjects variable of anxiety level was not signifi-
cant.
The uepne for the reaction time measure on the first
Table 1
Within Subjects
Analysis of Variance of Beectlon Time '^60sure
on the First Trial
Source df IS
Between Subjects 21 0.39^
Within Subjects
binouionaxi uy v fc-sflo / 1 0.703 15.06^^
Eao X Se 21 0,04?
Lntropy (Ent) 10 0,68^ 10.6/*'»
Tnt X ^8 210 0.064
' mo X tnt 10 0.163 3.19*
Zmo X Knt X 210 0,051
• p « .01
fable 2
Hlxed
Analysis of Verlanoe of Heaction Tla© Measure
on wrie First Trial
df £
Between Subjects 21
Anxiety (A) 2 0.153 0,068
19 2,236
Within Subjects
Egjotlonallty (Emo) 1 0.637 13. 00*
Smo X A 2 0,021 0,42
Emo X Ss/A X9 0.0^9
Entrooy ( nt) 10 0,652 10.34*
Bnt X A 20 0,071 1.12
Exit X ;Ss/A 190 0,063
iisio X £nt 10 0,171 3.23*
'TfTio X Ent X A 20 0.037 0.71
Emo X Snt x Ss/A 190 0,052
pa ,01
^0
ar re-
trial ere presented in Table 3. Beceuae of the sliill
suits on the Hf measure on the first and over four trlsls,
only the means over all four trials were plotted (Figures 1
and 2). Inspection of these figures will Indicate the ai^-
proxliaste form of the plotted reaction soeeds on the first
trial as a function of entropy, end the emotionality by en-
tropy interaction. Inspection of the raeen speed scores for
the entrooy Vf^rlable In Table 3 indicates that hypothesis
(la) Is confirmed, since reaction soeed Is seen to very as a
function of the entropy variahle. A trend anelysls was ear.
rled out on the entroDy variable on the first trial Of the
6.34? units of variance attributable to the entropy variable,
3.353 units or if9 of the variance was linear, rhe F ratio
for the llnefpr trend was 52.22 and was significant at the
»01 level. The nuadretlc trend in the data was also tested.
It accounted for 0,365 units of varlaade and yielded an £
ratio of 5.63, which was significant pt the ,01 lovel.
The mean speed score for eT,otlonel words on the first
trial is 0,869, while the mean reaction speed for non-emo-
tional words on the first trlsil is 0,9^^, This finding sup-
ports hypothesis (lb) of the present Investigation, th??.t
emotlonfil words show lom^er reaction tlses than non-enotlon-
al words.
The sl<?nlfIc^^nt interaction between the variables of
eaotlonpllty eni entropy confims hypothesis (Ic), Reaction
speed is greater for non-emotions 1 words '3t both high and
low entropy values, whlla reaction speed Is greater for
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Table 3
Iteans on the First Trial
Eeaotlon rlT.e "esponse Heasure
(Heclpr-ocale)
:notionsl ords: 0,869
Non-Emotional ,ord«i 0.944
;ntropy:
Low
1
High
9 10 11
1.055 1.08.5 1.035 0.861 0.307 0.948 0.30? 1.003 0.764 o.?48 0.356
Saiotlonf?lity x Entropy Interectlon:
B^otlon??l
0.960
Entropy
Low
1
Non-Emotional
1.154
1.043 2 1.135
1.062 3 1.013
0.B38 4 0.884
0.762 5 0.853
1.020 6 0.877
0.824 7 0.790
0.956 8 1.064
0.73^ 9 0.795
0.602 10 0,894
0,765 11
High
0.947
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Pig. 1. Mean reaction speeds over all four
trials as a function of entropy.
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Fig. 2. Mean reaction speeds over all four
trials as a function of emotionality by entropy
Interaction,
^3
•motional words at th« alddle values of entropy,
A trend anplysls was carried out on the oisotlonallty by
entropy Interaction on the first trial. Out of the I.635
units of arlanco attributable to ths Interaction, the
linear by linear trewl ©ccounted for 0.110 units and yleldea
en £ value of 2.15, which was not sl^^nifleant. The linear
by quadratic trend accounted for 0,652 \mit& of vprience snl
yielded an F value of 1?»,7B, which wae significant at the
.01 lev«l»
i ible 4 presents the analysis of variance for the reac-
tion time measure over four trials as a completely Within
Subjects deslQjn, 0mm ftgftia* •faotionality, entropy end the
aaotlon'^llty by entrooy Internotlon ^re significant at the
,01 level, thus conflrtJlng hypotheses (la), (lb), and (Ic)
over all four trials, Tebla 5 present e the aean reaction
speeds of enotion^lity, entropy and the emotionality by en-
trony interaction over four trials. This dste appe?!rs
plotted in figures 1 and 2.
InEpectlon of the aualy Is of variance table indicates
%hm% the trials variable was significant at the ,01 level,
confirming hypothesis (Id), A trend analysis was carri€»d
out on this source of variance. Of the total 3^«^75 units
of variance attributable to the trl^^.ls variable, 30,801
units were linear, -^nd yielded an £ value for the linear
oomponent of 193,71, The quadratic tren^i In the data ac-
eounted for 5,^3 units of vf^rience f«nd yielded an F value of
3^^,15, which was significant at the ,01 level. The mean
Table k
Within Subjects
Analysis of Verlanc:? of Hesctlon risue Resoonse Measure
uver 'AJL t X JL 19
W *w4 W df Mb
Between Subjects 21 1.562
Within Subjects 191^
cjnotlonpllty (Emo) 1 2.662
Emotionality x Ss 21 0.096
F^tpooy (Cnt) 10 0.511
Ent X Ss 210 0.059
Trlnls (r) 3 I2.I5B
T X Ss 0.159
Eao X :nt 10 0.668 11.9^*
£so X nt X 210 0.055
Emo X T 3 0.002 o.oif
Ebo X T X Ss 63 0.056
Ent X r 30 0,23^
Ent X T X Ss 630 0.058
EfBO X Snt X T 30 0.090 1.60
Eno X nnt X T X Ss 630 0.056
« p « .01
^5
Table 5
Heans Over Four Trials
Seactlon Time Eesponse Measure
(Beclprocals)
IB
Emotional .ords: 0»6if3
K^on-^-Ttotlon^^l fords: 0,717
Entropy
:
1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
0,721 0,687 0.755 0.666 0,737 0.713 0,6l6 0.722 0.644 0.6IQ O.603
Smotlonality x iuntropy Interectioxij
Eiaotlonel
0.590
Entropy
Low
I
NoriL-Sniotional
0.854
0.624 2 0.752
0.728 3 0,7B4
0.641 0.690
0.79^ 5 0.679
0.771 6 0.655
0.635 7 0.596
0.631 8 0.314
0.539 9 0.723
0.537 10 0.701
0.562 11
High
0.644
k6
reectlon speeds as e function of the trials variable are
Plotted In "Igure
Inspection of the analysis of variance ovar four trials
also Indlc^^es thrt there Is a slgniflcRnt trials by entropy
interectlon, thus oonflrnjlng hypothesis (le). Inspection of
the plotted data in Figure 3, however, suggests that reac-
tion ip«#d aorost trials did not vary meaningfully as a
function of entropy level. Inspection of tha plotted means
indicatei that trend tests were not appropriate ©nd hence
they were not carried out on the trials by entropy interac-
tion,
Table 6 presents the ?nef?n reectlon speeds for the trials
variable and aleo for the trials by entropy intersctlon, The
data in Table 6 appeer in Figures 3 and
Since neither the Between Subjects variable of arjclety
Itself nor any of the interactions between the ''ithln Sub-
jects variables pnd the anxiety variable were •Igniflcent on
the first trial, no Mixed design analysis of vprlRnce wa^;
carried out over ell four trials on the reaction time lieasure.
The second dependent resoonse measure which v'as obtained
on each subject was that of the galvanic skin r-soonse to
•ach of hi: verbal responses on the first two trials, The
deflections which occurred as the subject res onsed were re-
corded in centimeters.
Pert of the analysis of varience of the galvenic skin
response data was done by coiiDuter, Phis part was the com-
pletely within Subjects an3 the iixed design analyses over
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Fig. 3. Mean reaotion speeds as a function
of entropy by trials Interaction.
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Pig, 4. Mean reaction speeds as a function of
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Table 6
Iteans Over Four Trials
Heactlon Tlaie Response Measure
(;^eoiprooals)
Trlels:
1 2 3 »
0.908 0,669 0,536 0.559
Trials X Entropy Interaction:
Trlels: 1 2
, ? 4
Entropy
U>w 1 1.055 0.59'> 0,639 0.598
2 1.085 0.598 0,536 0.530
3 1.035 0.750 0.5?3 0.603
k 0,361 0,701 0,535 0,567
5 0.30? 0.773 0.695 0,673
6 0.9^B 0,71^ 0.591 0,601
7 0.807 0,636 0.547 0,474
8 1.008 0.7^6 0.535 0,551
9 0,76i^ 0,603 0.645 0,562
10 0,7^3 0,6^^1 0,556 0,532
High 11 0.856 0,604 0,494 0,459
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two trials. For the purposes of these enalyseB, the sub-
Jects* scores were trensforfued into ^hos conductMnce. How-
ever, when the author wanted to do the analyses for the
first trial only, he realized that he did not have the
transformed scores on each subject. Thus the analyses of
variance Tor the galvanic SKin response on the first trial
was done on the origin-! centlneter deflection scores.
These scores were first «h11 transformed into the same sensi-
tivity p.nd then a reciprocal transformation was don© on the
data.
VJlth the second response measure, analyses of variance
were carried out on the first and over two trials in each of
two ways. Thus the galvanic skin response wae «nalyzed as a
Sub;Jects by eoiotlonRlity by entropy desl;3:n, or as a Subjects
by emotionality by entropy by trials design, and again as a
Subjects wlt>-.ln levels of anxiety by e^-otionality by entropy
design, or as a subjects within levels of anxiety by emo-
tionality by entropy by trials design.
7able 7 presents the analysis of variance for the gal-
vanic skin response aeeeure on the first trial as a com-
pletely i.'Jithin subjects design. Table 3 presents the analy-
sis of vf^rianoe for this measure on the first trial as a
?*ixed design.
Inspection of the analysis of voriance tables indicates
that the only Vfsriable which is significant on the first
trial Is that of ernocionality . The mean reciprocal deflec-
tion for emotional words is 0.626 oentiaieters, and the asaa
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Table 7
Within Subjects
Analysis of Variance of Galvanic kin Hesoonse Measure
on the First Trial
Source df m
,,
P
Between Subjects
EiDOtlonollty (Enso) 1 3.622 19*^7*
Sno X 21 0.186
''ntropy ( .nt) 10 0,200 0.8i*
Ent X 210 0.233
Sao X Znt 10 0*393 1.^5
Ebo X Ent X 3s 210 0,270
p » .01
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Mixed
Anclysle of V^rlsnce of Galvanic Heeoonsa Measure
on the First Trial
Setv;een w^ubjects 21
Anxiety 2 3.253 1.40
2s/Aiixi«ty 19 2O20
within oubjecta
Emotlorjf^llty (Eaio) 1 3 • o22 19.06*
Efflo X A 2 0.157 0,32
19 0,190
Fimtropy (i^nt) 10 0,200 0,31
Hnt X A 20 0,165 0.67
r:nt X 5«/A 190 0,246
^sno X Bnt 10 0.393 1.52
Smo X rnt X A 20 0.399 1.55
Brao X Ent x 3s/A 190 0.257
• P - .01
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reciprocal defloction for non-emotlonr^l words Is O.793 cen-
tineters. Since, however, these maans were obtelnei from
reciprocals, the amounts of deflection are actually reversedi
that Is, emotlonel words yield - l^^r^er galvanic sklrs re-
sponte deflection than non-eaotlonra v^orde. This finding
conflras hynothetls (He), that words which are pre-defined
as emotional yield larger galvanic skin response deflections
than words which are pre-defined as non-emotlon«a. The con-
firmation of this hypothesis vlla) la moat Importrmt, since
the main reason for employing the gi?lvar;lc response as a de-
pendent measure was to have some operational statement of
the araotlonal value of the stliiulus words used.
Table 9 and Table 10 present tha analysis of vprinnQe
t bias for tha galvanic skin response over the two trials on
which it was recor-de
.
The varlpble of emotionality is sl->
nificnnt over two trl«ilc.
While hypothesis (lib) predicted that the gelvanic skin
response would vary as s function of entropy such that low
entropy words would yield SiHell galvanic skin response de-
flections and hl^:h entropy words would yield I'^rge deflec-
tions, no significant differences were foun.i for different
levels of entropy on the first trial, thus failing to con-
firm Viypothesls (lib). However, on the analysis of Tarlance
over two trials, tha entropy variable was signiricant, Tha
linear, cu ic end ouarfclc Lrends in this data were tested,
but since each of these tests yielded an £ ratio of less
than 1, it can be Inferred that the significance of the
33
Table 9
Within Subjects
Analysis of Vsrlence of aolvanlc Skin Hesponse Measure
Oyer Two Trials
(Microtnhos)
Souroe df ns P
Between Subjects 21 300.611
Within Subjecte
Emotionality ('^tio) 1 0.880 5.50*
21 0.160
Entropy ( vnt) 10 0,610 2.^3**
Ent X SB 210 0,250
trials (T) 1 132,^*80 3.72
T X Sb 21 36.022
Sjho X nt 10 0,2^*6 1.3?
Eaio X Snt X 210 0.185
nmo % T 1 0,120 0.70
Emo X T X Sa 21 0.170
Ent X r 10 0.029 0.32
Ent X T X ^8 210 0.093
Ent X mo x T 10 0.05B
Ent X Enao x T x Ss 210 0.117
* p » .05
** p « .01
Tpble 10
Analyi3l8 of Vr^rlanc.? of - Ivnrlc Skin EesDonse Measura
Over Two Trials
(??lcroiiho8)
At
Between Subjects 21 800.611
i^nxlety (A) 2 23^.573 2.43
S«/A 19 96.263
Within Subjects 9^1-6
Emotlor.ellty ( no) 1 0.113 4.?0*
Eroo X A 2 0 . 00^^. 0.16
19 0.025
Enfcronv' ( :int
)
10 0,09^^ 2.73**
Ent X A 20 ©.O'^il- 1.26
Ent X jSc/A 190 0.035
Trlpls ( r) 1 12.020 2.95
T X A 2 12.039 2.97
T X Ss/A 19 i^.076
Lmo X '.nt 10 0.035 1,33
Erao X Ent x A 20 0,020 0.74
Emo X i^nt X 3s/A 190 0.027
£00 X T I 0.024 1.00
Emo X i' X A 2 0.025 1.04
Ejbo X T X ^s/A 19 0.024
Ent X r 10 0.004
Ent X r X A 20 0.010 0.76
Ent X i.' X Ss/A 190 0.013
Emo X nt X r 10 0.008 0.53
Emo X 5^nt X T X 20 0.015 1.00
:.rno X ' nt X T X Ss/A 190 0.015
» o = .05
p = .01
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•ntropy veriablo on the GSR wes due to the l:ip ot of mr^
tlculr-r words and not the variable of entropy itself.
It was predicted in hypothesis (IIo) that, due to the
greater relaxation of the eubjeots on the second trial,
there would be a reduction In their overall c^lvanlc skin
responslvlty, snd henoe that there would be a ualn effect of
the trials variable. Inspection of the analyBle of v*^rlance
for the two trlels on which the galvanic skin response was
recorded indicates that the trials variable approached, but
did not ettaln, sl^snifioanoe, ience hyoothesls (lie) is not
confirowd.
Table 11 presents the means for the levels of the en-
tropy v?=^rleble over two trl*5ls. These aieenE are plotted in
Figure 5.
A further dependent verleble thought by Jung, Raoaport
and others to be reflective of e!DOtlon«l arousal and hence
conflict on the word a«80ciP:tion test is thpt of resDonse
frsults, iiius an attenpt was made to observe resoonse f^iults
of repetition to see if they varied as a function of eno-
tionallty and entropy values of the stimulus words.
Table 12 presents the response faults of repf^tltlon as
a function of the variables of emotionality and entropy.
Since the total nuaiber of response faults of repetition
was so Sinall, non-parametric rather than paratBetrlc tests
were used to test their distribution.
To test the hypothesis thrst the number of resoonse
fpults of repetition did not differ as a function of entropy
Table 11
««»n8 on the GGlvealo kin Haeponse M«a©ur©
Over Two Trlels
("Icrc Tihos)
•vnotlonal Words 11.241 SD ^^297
Non- motional Words 11.130 SD ' w ^ y 7
;j:itroD/ Mean SD
Low 1 11.
U
4.29
2 11.17 ^.30
*»
xX .11 4.19
k ll.i^2 4.39
5 11.27 4.32
6 11.17 ^.33
7 11.18 4.29
8 11.15 ^.33
9 11.20 4.32
10 11.20 ^.33
High 11 11.25 4.32
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Pig, 5. Mean changes In mhos conductance over two trials
as a function of entropy.
Table 12
Eespome Faults of Repetition
Entropy .iinotionf^l Non- moiiional
Low 1 k 0
2 k 3 3.5
3 k 3
k
3 2*5
5 2 5 3.5
6 0 2.0
7 9 X 5.0
8 1 2 1.5
9 3 2 2.5
10 3 2 2.5
High 11
-i Ji 1.5
Total 26
3.09 2,36
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level, Coohran'B Q statistic (Slegel, I956), based on the
Ghl-Square dlstrlbutlor), wae commuted. The Z value obtained
(C « 3^,9, 21 jX) w«s greater than the 1^.31 reaulred for
signlflcenoe at the
.05 level, Indicating th^^t the propor-
tlon of resnonse faults made at eaoh level of entropy was
not the sarae (Figure ?). when the Q statistic was computed
••pwrately for ©motional and non-enotlonal words, the non-
emotionel words were found not to
-how significant differ-
ences in the number of response f^iults made as a function of
the entropy variable ( « 11.5). However, emotional words
did show a si ^nlflcant difference In the number of response
faults as a function of the entrooy variable « 21.^^).
Henoe there saesed to be en emotionality by entropy inter-
action such thpt emotional words ware faulted more at lower
and upper levels of entropy, while non-emotional words were
faulted more in the roiddle levels of entropy. Inspection of
this data in Figure 6 indiop-tes th^t the results are not
cler.r cut but that In any event, more faults of repetltl^^n
^^9
^,
Tiade «t the lower valued entropy words than are nade
f(t the upper entropy valued words. This fsils to conflru
one p^rt of hypothesis (III).
There was no significant difference found in the number
of res-^onse faults of repetition made as a function of tha
emotionality variable. Eaotional words had a mean number of
response faults of 3»0, while non-euotiom-1 words had a mean
number of response faults of 2.3. Thus the second psrt of
hypothesis (III) was not confirmed at a statistically
60
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•lijnlflORnt 1«T«1,
Urgely beoaus© of th« empirical flndlnj^B of Grody
(19''>^), but also because of the theoretlo«il concepts of Hull.
It w«B generally hyrjotheslzed thpt the division of subjects
Into groups at different levels of anxiety on the basis of a
hort form of the Teylor ^^onlfest Anxiety 3cele would be
•SBoolated with significantly different performances on the
dependent measures of reaction tlTie, the gaXvf^nlc sicln re-
•ponee and response faults of repetition.
It was predicted In hyoothesls (IVa) that reaction time
would very as a function of the usual state of the Individ-
ual nnd hence thf-t reaction time In the present Investiga-
tion would vary as a function of the level of anxl'sty of the
•ubjects. Inspection of the analysis of variance table for
the reaction time fieature on the flrat trlRl when subjects
have been grouped on the basis of anxiety scores inJiORtes
that the Between Subjects verlsble of anxiety level la not
significant, hence falling to confirm hypothesis (IVa). Al-
though there Is no anf»lysl8 of variance table for the reac-
tion time measure over all four trials Involving the divi-
sion Into anxiety groups, nnd hence no way of testln;^ hy-
pothesis (IV«) over trials, such an analysis of Turlance was
ozrrled out with the untransformed data and the anxiety vjr^r-
lable was not slgnlf Ic^^nt.
HyootheslB (IVb) predicted a significant Interaction
between the variables of anxiety group and entropy on the
recictlon time measure* Inspection of the analysis of
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arlnnce In r©ble 2, how-ver, Indicates that this predicted
interpctlon was not slgiilf icsnt, anl hence hyoothesls (IVb)
was not confirmed.
It was predicted in hypothesis (IVc) that the galvanic
Bkln response wouli vary as a function of the division of
subjects Into p.nxi-ily groups such that high anxious subjects
would show greater ekln resoonslvlty than low anxious sub-
jects. Inspection of the analysas of verlance tables for
the galvanic s'^^ln reeponse on the first -^nd over two trials
for the Mixed desl^ analyses, iTbles 8 and 10, IndlOBtes
that the Between Subjects variable of anxiety level was not
associated with differences In skin reactivity on either the
first or over two trials. Henoe hypothesis (IVc) was not
confIrswd.
The final dependent measure which was antlclpr^ted to
vary as function of anxiety level was that of response
fault £• of repetition. Hypothesis (IVd) predicted that re-
sponse faults of repetition would vary such that hlj^h anxi-
ous subje-^ts would make more response faults of repetition
than low anxious subjects.
When an analysis was carried out for response faults of
repetition as a function of the different levels of anxiety,
no significant differences between the groups ware obtained.
Thus hypothesis (IVd) was not confirmed.
Althou-pjh no hypothesis in the present InveKtlgation was
specifically relevant to AppGlba'?^/ s sugrectlon that succes-
sive trials on the word association test would yield more
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idiosyncratic responses from subjscfc.s, an «5tte7ipt was made
to evaluate the velldity of Appelbaum's contention In the
present data.
It was felt that the greater nuaber of different aeso-
olfi'tions thPt were given by the twenty-two subjects on each
trial, the greater would be the likelihood th^^t these re-
sponsee would be Idlosyncrr tic end thus more revealing of
the individuals who had ^iven theia. To investigate this, a
test was run on the number of essocietions which were given
on the first and second trials. Since the data aey not hsve
withstood the assumptions of parauetrlc tests, the Sign Test
(Slegel, 195*^^) was used. According to this test, the proba-
bility of occurrence of the obtained result was 0,001 on the
basis of chanoe. The average number of different assoela*
tions per word given by all the subjects on the first trial
was 9,0, while the average number o" different associations
per word given by all the subjects on the second trl.«l was
16.13. The average number of different associf^tlons on the
third trial was 18,68 and on the fourth trial 13,76,
6k
'
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Relation of Results to HulllRn Th'^ory
On the basis of the present Investiirotlon, It eppaare
thet reaction time on the word asisoclrtlon test Is ? func-
tion of several variables, eactlon tl?ae seeme to reflect
pertlftlly the eaotlonol value of the particular stimulus
word, the form of the resoonse hierarchy of this word, or In
other word 8 Its entropy vslus, and the Interaction between
the word's emotional value and Its ret- on?e hierarchy fornj.
On the first trial of a .nultlple free association test,
which would be compf^rable to the traditional word associa-
tion test, e7iotlonal words produce longer reaction times
than non-emotional words, and elso, reectlon tine Increases
with Increasing entro y value, or In othar words, as the re-
sponse hierarchy becomes less steep.
There Is also an interaction between the eniotlo/i^^llty
of the stlmulur v/ord and Its entro'\/ value suoa that at the
lower and hla;:her levels of entropy, emotional words yield
longer reaction times than non-emotion?;! words, while at the
Intermediate levels of entropy, non-enaotlonel words yield
longer reaction times tlian emotional words. Inspection of
the emotionality by entropy Interaction, which Is plotted
for the first trial In ?le;ure 1 and for all four trials In
Figure ?, Indicates that eTiotlon^5l and non-emotlonal words
yield clearly different re^^otlon times at upper and lower
vpluetf of the entropy variable on the first trial, but there
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IB no aystejufttlc dlfferonoe between emotional «nd non-emo-
tlorufl words F>t the Intermediate levels of entropy on the
first trial. Over all four trials the results became
oleftr«r for all levels of entropy, Thus emotional words
yield longer reaction tlnfies at the u vper and lower levels of
entrony over p11 four trlj^ls, while non-e-notlonel words
yield lon^^er reaction times for Intermediate levels of en-
tropy over all four trials.
The Hull Ian theoretical oosltlon 8««a8 to flL with some,
but not all, of this data. The finding which Is most con-
gruent with iiulllan theory is that reaction time verled as a
function of entro v; — the form of the response hierarchy of
a stlTiulus word. This indicates that where a etlsiulus Is
associated with one response, that response nay be evoked
raoidly and easily. Where a Btlinulus Is associated with
several corapetla^ responses, It takes longer for one of the
responses to be evoked.
A second finding of the present Investl^j^atlon which is
•OUgruent with Hulllpn theoretical fornjulntions Is thnt the
trials variable was associated with a linearly increasing
reaction tine. According to the Hulllpn view* successive
pasnonaea In a response hierarchy wo'jld be less etronv^ly es-
800late(5 with the original stiniulus word and hence, renulr-
in9: the subject to develop ^ different association on each
of seV'^r 1 trials would require hlT) to find words less and
leas strongl./ associated to the stimulus word, thus requir-
ing his reaction time to incrf^pre. The linear increase in
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pesctlon tine as a function of trials Indicetea that it took
subjects lonpier to produce a different resnonse on each of
four trials.
It appears that the other findings In the present In.
vastlgatlon offer refutation of the Hulllen position. First
of all, c;-aotlon€»l words yielded lont^er rejection tl'aes than
non-eTiOtlonel words. According; to Hulllan theory, the drive
factor whlon Is Introdiiced by enotlonsl Btlmulus words
should coTibln? with the resoona* words to these stimulus
words In r. •nultlDlloatlve fashion. ThlE would mean that the
effective reaction potentials of emotlonf*! stimulus words
would be higher than the effective re-^ctlon potentials of
non-eraotlonal words. Phis would lead to the prediction thet
©raotlonal words would yield shorter reaction times than non-
emotlonal words. Since the present findings were the oppo-
site of the Hulllen prediction, they offer a refutation
of It.
A further contrf»dlctlon of the Hulllsn formulation Is
seen In the fact that In the eraotlonollty by entropy Inter-
action, the emotional words have clearly longer reaction
times than the non-eoiotlom^l words at both extremes of the
entropy variable. The Hulll?n view would predict that the
most extreao differences between esiotlonsl and non-emotional
words should be at the lowest entropy valueSf and thet even
here, emotlon^^l wor:5s should yield shorter renctlon times.
At th-^ lower levels of the entrooy variable, where the vrords
bATO already steer« hierarchies, the Introduction of the
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drive rector of eniotlonality would steepen the nlerapchy of
th« eaotlonel word over that of the aon..i^motlonal wori to a
much greater degree then would be the case If both hlerarch-
les were Initially shallow, es is the case with high entropy
words. Hence the Hullian prediction would be that with low
entroTjy words, the effective reaction potentials of the re.
sponges to the e.-notlonal words would be inoreesed and thus
the emotional words would be expected to yield shorter rejec-
tion times than the non-emotlonral words. The flnllnv^ of the
present study — that at both extremes of the entrooy varia-
ble, enfiotlonnl words yield longer reootlon tines than non-
enotlonrl words — contrndlots the Hullian position,
Although there was a slg-nificant entrooy by trials in-
teraction in the nresent study, Inspection of the plotted
aeans of this interaction indicates that reaction tin*
across trials did not vary meaningfully es a function of en-
tropy level (Pi<2;ure 3), According to Hull, words with shal-
low resr-onse hier^rohles should permit easier access to new
aseoolations on succesElve trials than words with steep
hierr-rchles?. Hence reaction times for different entropy
levels plott-^d across trials should show an increase in re-
action tltae for low entropy words and little or no increase
in reaction tlaie for high entrooy words.
Inspection of thf? entropy by tri^jls Interaction .-rje^ns,
plotted in Figure 3, doee. suggest a partial support of Hull-
ian theory. Thus pt the lower entropy values, the differ-
ences b*^tw^»en the first trial 'nR«n\ -^nd the means on later
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trlPls lE considerable, l.^olylng a slgnlfIc-nt lengthening
of reaction tine ?!oroBe trials for low entropy words, • :i
thus supDortln.^ the liulllan view. At the upper levels of
entropy, the Increase In r^jactlon tl.ue as e function of the
trlpls variable seems to be more gradual. However, since
the Mulllen view would hrve predlctel little, If any, In-
creftse In reaction tlae over trials at the upper entropy
values, tho present Investigation offers prrtlal support and
pprtlGl refutation of the Hulllsn viewpoint.
Inspection of the enalyses of vjo.rlance tables for the
galvanic skin response on the first trlel (i^ble 7) rnd over
two trip,ls (r^-ble 9) indlcatea that the galvanic skin re-
sponse measure somewhat reBembles the reaction time measure
at a function of the variables of eraotionplity and entropy.
Th* primary reason for employing the gelvs-nlc skin re-
EDonse as a dependant measure was to provide some operation-
al distinction between the eisotionpl and non-emotional words
usad in this lnvestl;^ation. The fact that the galvanic skin
rasponsa did vary as a function of pre-defined eT.otional and
non-emotlonal words saems to support the Hulllan position.
This is GO in th^:t it was assumed that the presentation of
amotion- 1 words to the subject ©ssentlplly caused en in-
crease in the drive or actlvatlonal state of his orgRnis.Ti,
rhe greater galv^-^nic ekin responslvlty to e'notlonal words
than to non-euotional words suggests that this is so,
rhe fact that the galvanic s-^n resr>on8a only showed
significant variation as a function of the entropy variable
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In the analysis over two trlp.ls. and did not vary slrrifi.
cently »t ell as « function of the entropy by ©(notion llty
Intaraotlons, seems to fit with the sotaewhat ©quivocfil find.
In-s reported by othsr authors in Inveatlgstlons of the re-
l^vtlonshlD between reaction time and the
-Blvanlo skin re-
•pon»e, ^hu8 Hathaway (1529) r-ported « +.60 correletlon
betvreen the two measures. Hunt and Lcndls (1935), on the
other hand, although also obtain In/^ r positive correlation
between the t>io measures, concluded that there is .^nly a
pendency for Icrge galvanic deflections to aoootupany long
reaction tines. Fln^aiy, Crosland (1931), In an Investiga-
tion of the galvanic skin response as a function of words
precentei in different sensory a^OB, reported practically
no correlation at all between reipction tlae and the galvanic
skin response,
Thu; it sppe^irs thet the relationship between reaction
time and the fi^alvflnic skin response 1,, not s perfectly clear
one. It is possible thet reaction time reflect*- the inter-
ference with edequste functioning which -n^y be brought about
by dlsturbln,. Etinuli, whereas the galvanic skin response
reflects the activation which is ©n eccoapaniment of the re-
action to disturbing situations. This formula? tlon hcs been
elTill rly expressed by tlpsteln and ^enz (19'^2)i who »u,^-
^ested that the galvanic skin r^^isponse, scoordins? to their
model, ^ Tieasure of ©otlvabion, while reaction time on
the word ossoclr tion test was p. measure of the adequacy of
performanoe
•
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Thus it eeeas poHf;lble fchst renction line oud the gel-
vpnic skin resDons© both roflecfc some central state of the
organls'n, and that because they reflect this same unierl-ln.;;
response state, they ere somewhat sl3il?jr. The fact, thou-h,
thpt they represent meesures of different aspects of this
same reaction »nay account for the lack of absolute agreement
in their inanifestations
Inspection of the galranlc skin responea aeans over two
trials (n/i^ure indicates that, with one exception, the
Bean galvsnic skin response chBa:;ea seem to increase linear-
ly with InoreRElng entropy This finding offers support of
the Hulllen view Inasmuch as the galvanic skin response, as
a measure of aotive.tlon, shows an increase where the subject
must expend greater effort, ae is the case where he was try-
ing to select one response out of several with approxiaiately
•qual essoclctaive strengths,
The present InTestlgation found that reeponaa faults of
repetition were more frequent for emotional words at lower
end upper levels of the entropy variable and were inore fre-
quent for non-emotional words at interraedlFte levels of the
entropy variable , By comparing the graphed response faults
of repetition (Figure 5) '^Ith the plotted reaction speeds
for emotionel end non-e.notional words as a function of en-
tropy (t^lgures 1 and 2), it oe.n be seen that emotionpl words
«t the extremes of the entropy variable ara aisocietel with
both lengthened reaction time and more reeoonse faultln^.
The present results fit only pertlally within the
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framework of Hulllan th^>ory. This Is eo In that the Hulllan
prediction would be that the drive factor Introduced by emo-
tioned stlmuluB vfords would be expected to steepen these
words* response hierarchies, and thus reduce the number of
lU^^T^^^r^^, assocletlons evslleble to the subject, .-^nd would
also make the effective reectlon potential of the most
aallent resoonse even greater then Its •ntropy vslue would
indicate. This would lead to the prediction thet on succes-
sive trials, the originally s:lven response would occur to
the subject again, ?ind that other associations would not
occur easily; hence It would be anticipated thnt emotional
words would be faulted iQore frequently than n^n-eraotlonel
words. And this wat found to be true at both extremes of
the entropy vprleble. However, the Hulllan prediction would
be that the steepening of response hierarchy and the conse-
quent response faulting would be most evident on low entropy
words, and that the least steepening, and hence the fewest
faults of repetition, would be on the high entropy words.
Since there is a tendency for emotional words to be faulted
more frequently than non-emotlonsl words at the uooer levels
of entropy gs well 98 at the lov^;er levels, it can be seen
that the flndlm^s of thljs Investigation do not cotiplately
support the Hulllan position. Rather, as In Laffal's study,
the response fault «nd reaction tlaie data pprellel ^.^.ch
other.
The fact that there was no sl^^nlfleant difference In
the number of resoonse faults of repetition for enotlonel
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ersus non.emotlon.a words er sts thet the psyohoanslyuic
view may have something to offer with respect to Interpreta-
tlon of the content aspect of the word association test —
that is. In word e.ESOCiatlon, enotional upset which Is
caused by particular words may lead to other kinds of break,
down in functioning than a stereotyping of response. Hence
responses to traumetlc or emotional words in word essocla.
tlon m^y be deviant in terras of sotae other criterion; they
«ey be clang associations or personal resr>onser; to the orig-
inal stimulus word.
It hftd been anticipated th^t the dependent measures of
reaction tine, the galvanic skin resr>onse and resoonse
faults of repetition in the present investigation would vary
ei^nlflcontly if the subjects were divided into groups at
different levels of anxiety.
Inspection of the analyses of variance tables, however,
Indicates that neither the variable of anxiety level itself
nor any of the interactions of the Within Subjects variables
with the anxiety vp.rlable were found significant in this
study
•
The fact that the anxiety variabl© was not associated
with significant differences In the data seemed to be a
function of the variability of perfor:nance of the subjects
within each of the different anxiety groups. This brings
Into nuestion precisely what, end how validly, the scale em-
ployed was oeasurlng. One of the most logical consld^^re-
tions for the aoparent lack of consistency in perfomence of
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indiviauaU in the different anxiety groups is in the fact
that the subjects ware given the roxixlety scale after they
had completed the experiment. That la, after the subject
hed been run through four trials of word association In the
experimental roon, he was p<?rT!lU«d to go outside, wash the
electrode paste off his hands, and was than given the enxlety
scale to fill out. Under such circumstances. It Is aulte
possible that there weight be some distortion In the re3r)onses
given by the subjects fro® those that they might ordinarily
glv»»
Another oocslblllty Is thst the aaalfdtt anxiety scale
which was employed tends to divide subjects not In terras of
their anxiety level as auch as it divides them In terms of
the defenses they utilize. Thus Individuals who score high
on the test ere anxious pnd are hL^ily sensitized to their
own dlsconfort, or pre willing to report their anxiety. In-
dividuals who score extreuely low on the test, however, may
be quite anxious f^l^Of but they either use denial heavily,
or they r>Te reluctant to report feelings of subjective dis-
comfort. Thus It T.ay be that high and low anxious groups
are actually equally anxious but contain Individuals who use
different defensive styles. In the oresent Investigation It
can be conjectured thrt the group of subjects who manifested
moderate anxiety was too small to permit statistically sig-
nificant differences to be obtained between Itself pnd the
other two f^roupB which lasy actually have been homogeneous.
.Alternative approaches to the investigation of two of
7^
the present measures reaction time end response faults
might involve the selection find definition of Between Sub.
3eot8 groups on the basis of galvanic ^kln responslvlty in-
Bter.d or on the basis of a self.reoort oaper and pencil test.
An approeoh which would permit some clarification of the
operation of p-per and pancll tests would be a procedure
whereby soie subjecte took the test prior to the experioient
proper and other subjects took the test after the experiment
proper. Analysis could then observe whether or not there
are changes in the significance of the '^tween Subjects var-
iable as a function of when the aeasureaient of anxiety level
was obtained, before or after the experiment proper.
Irivol lea tions for Clinical /^T>ollcatlons
The overall implications of this research with respect
to reaction time on the word association test are the neces-
sity of considering both emotionality and entropy of stltnu-
lus words, as well « their interaction, in evaluating reao.
tion time performance on the word association test.
It would seem advisable for lists of words that are to
be used in clinical practice or diagnostic testing to be
constructed with th^ knowledge of the stimulus word's en-
tropy and eiaotlonsl valu^3S, 3y sampling either emotional or
non-emotional words, at either high or low entrooy values,
th© clinician would be able to obtain -nore Infomritlon re-
garding the client's functioning^ with respect to a normative
frame of reference. Different Interpretations or lifferi^nt
hypotheses for further testing might be generated depending
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upon the actual reaction time as cornpr-red with the raaotion
tlm© which would be expected on the basis of p rticulpr
words* entropy and emotionality valuer.
It should be .T»entionod thet the content of e client's
word aesociations is probably the most valuable source of
informetlon relevant to the decisions the clinician raey be
waking, and that reaction tine, alone or in conjunction with
the res>on8e word content, should be considered no ^nore than
an ftnolllery source of data. However the cllnlclrrn night
wish to use the more struc&ur«a aspects of the word eseocla-
tlon test, such qis simply noting re- ction tinae length end
response faults of repetition or non-repetition, it would
Bern that a 'nore oreolse Inform'^tlon could be obtained by
the clinician's beln^ aware of the entropy and emotlon-llty
values of his stimulus words and of the way in which reac-
tion time and responee content may vary as a function of
these factors and their interaction.
With respect to responee faults per ee, the fact that
there was no si -nifleant difference In the nuniber of re-
sponse faulta of repetition for emotional versus non-e;ao-
tlonf^l words in the present study suggests that the psyoho-
annlytlo view n-^jy haTe something to offer with respect to
interpretation of the content aspect of the word a?^;:oc lotion
test — that is, iiiore infoni/'tlon may be obtained by inter-
preting the g^ctual content of the subject •s response word on
this test than by simply noting whether it is an error or
repetition or non-repetltlon, Phus th'* clinician may draw
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Inferences about oonructed araas m the subject's per^^on,
ellty by eome quelltf=tlve analysis of the subject's re-
snonBea to vjHrlous stlmuluB words.
It would seem thf*t the decision to r-^uXv^ the subject
to repeat his first given r«>Boor5ses or to develop new re-
eponsae would depend upon the number of trials to be employed
by the cimiclen. If one Is to use only two trials, it would
seam wise to require the subject to give the same responses
ho gave orl^rinril^
,
rtkI the cllrilolan cf)n draw tentative In-
ferencas about the subject's areas of conflict, depending
upon the emotionality end entropy values of the words the
subjeot has mpde response faults on. According to the an-
olllpry flndln[:G In the present lnv*r?tlgatlon thpt the
number of different asaoolrtlons to • i:t;lfflulu£ wora tends to
Inoraaee as a function of trials — It aopeers that having
the subject give a dlffer^-nt essoclPtlDn to the same stimu-
lus word on oach of several trials does elicit rnore personal
and Idiosyncratic responses, as Appolbou.. {i960) suggested.
Thus, If several trlt^ls are to be used, it would seem wiser
to require tho subjeot to continue givln*^ different associa-
tions or ef^oh trlRl, In this latter case, the subject's In-
ability to give a new r* . nse—-I.e. his meklng a response
fault of repetition— v/ould be Indicative of possible con-
flict I1 regard to that stimulus word; but elso, ps the sub-
ject Is able to give different responses to the original
etl;nulUo word, nore infer ".• I. lor. cpn he obtclned regarding
the subject's attitudes and feelings pbout the word.
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To derive the greatest benefit from the word ascocla-
tlon test In clinical usage, It would see^ advantapoous lo
present a list of words to the subject serersl times, as
Appelbaum h..s suggested. The list should contain both emo.
tional
-nd non-e-aotlon;^a words, with either high or low en.
tropy values, either touching on the major arean of conflict,
or constructed to focus on partlcul r conflicts
. 3y pre-
senting th* list several tliaee with the Instructions that
the subject give e different response on each exposure of
the 8tl;Tiulus word than he has foroierly given to It, one
could both OBtlmnte his conflicts and obtain information re-
ll^rdlng his ettltudoe and more distent associations to the
stimulus word, which would pemlt forniulPtlon of long-renge
therapciutlo direction or foc'js.
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SUMMARY
Tirenty-two male volunteer undergraduate students at the
University of Wassachusetts were used as subjects to inves-
tigate re'^otlon tine, the galvanic skin response end re-
B-yonse faults of repetition as a function of the verlablee
of emotlonf^llty, entropy and trials, as well as the anxiety
level of th® subjects.
The meln purpose of the inve?tlP'- tlon was to note
whather or not the crucial v-rlpible In deter-BlnlnP^ r.»Rctlon
tlmr^ length on the word essoclj^tlon test was the form of the
stimulus word's response hierarchy or Its emotionality.
Essentially, then, the lnvestlg,«>tlon stte-notei to evaluate
the iTjnort of the variables of enotlonellty
,
entropy And
their interaction on reaction tlfne. The srelvanlc skin re-
sponse was recorded on the first two of the four trlrls of
the experiment. In order to provide soiie ooerptlonrl state-
ment of the esiotlonel value of the etlinulue words.
Predictions and hyoothesee were generated from the
theoretlcel view of Hull end from the empirical flndln^^s of
Laffal and Brody,
Twenty- two words were presented to each subject In s
different order on each of four trl?^ls. The orders of word
pr©sent© tIon were deter^ilned by using ope row and one column
of 8 xZZ Latin Squnre and then uslns; the obverse of each
of the row and colu!nn orders. The twenty-two stlmuluc words
saatpXed eleven levels of entropy and each level of entropy
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contained on^ emotional and one non-emoblonal word.
The subjeof s reaotloii tl-n^s end verbal reeoonses were
wcorded over all four trials and his galvanic skin re.
s-oonse© were recorded on the first two trials.
In the re-ctlon time nnalyMs, on the first trial, emo-
tionality, entropy ^nd the e^tiotlonr llty by entropy Interao-
tlon were all significant. These eame eourcee of varlano*
were •Ignlflcent when the analysis was carried out over all
four trlcls. As well, the trials variable and the entropy
by trials Inter^jctlon were also significant. However, In
none of the analys«« wtts the Between Subjects variable of
anxiety level si jriniricqnt.
In the galvf?nlc skin response analyses, on the first
trial, only the emotionality variable was sl^rnlf Icsnt. This
wee the aost Imoort^nt oonfIrraatlon, since the galvanic skin
res-^onse was used as a second dependent measure prl'aarlly to
provide an operational statement of the emotionality of the
words enployefl. In the analysis over two trials, both emo-
tionality f=?nd entropy were significant, either the trials
varl^jble nor the Between Subjects variable of anxiety level
attained significance on the galvanic skin response anfllyees.
Fln.«^lly, the number of rf;^:;^ons«» fai-lts of repetition
Bade by the subjects wps investlgrted with non-parametric
statistics. There seeajed to be an Interaction In the data
such th«nt emotlom^l words at lower and upper entropy values
ware faulted more frequently than non-e!T>otional words, while
non-Sinotlonal words showed a tendency to be faulted more In
BO
the Tiiddle entropy values than emotlonsl words, Essenti-l.
ly, then, there w.s ? perollel between r-soonse faulting and
reaction tl^e sucn th-t longer reaction times were assocl.
ated with sreeter response faulting. There no dlff-r-
eaoe between the number of response fpults made for eaotlon-
al and non-emotlonfll words.
The results of the present Investigation were discussed
In terus of the theoretical framework of HuXllnn theory.
General conclusions w<2re drawn which were r(*lev*>nt to the
theoretical aspects of the word association test, md also
linpllcatlone for the cllnlcel usage of the test were set
forth.
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APPEflfDiX A
Stlnulus Words Uted In the Present Exparlment
Entropy
I^evei
Emotional
Word s
Entrooy
Valu3
Entropy
Value
5.50
Mon« rf)o 1 1 oni=i 1
Word^
Threat 5.37 High 11 Working
bplt 'K93 10 ^.96 Earth
Disgust •^.55 9 Cabbage
Insane 3.31 8 3.7^^ Window
Punch 3.50 7 3.50
Sulolde 3.2^ 6 3.26 Ink
Virgin 3.15 5 3.07
Thigh 2.33 4 2.46 Quart
Scissors 2.12 3 2.04 Orehestra
ShoYS 0.93 2 1.00 Table
Hip 0,62 Low 1 0.80 Oarage
Mean 3.1^ 3.16 ffaan
1,44 SD
Development of the 'nxloty ocnle
Ueed In the Prcaent Study
Tut ftiuciety teaXe used in the present Investigation wee
obtained by perBonal ooTiTiunloatlon with "!r, Gordon Gerrlsh
(1964), who dev<^lor'-)d the softle for use In his doctoral re-
searoh.
The Iteais on the scale were all taken froin the orlp-lriai
Taylor iManlfest Anxiety Scale (1951) ^nd the revised Taylor
Scale (1953). However, the actual Items used In the scale
oonstrueted by 'At. GerrlBh were selected or the basis of
••Tsral vallrJatlon studies of the Items on the 'lanlfest
Anxiety .joele.
The first study relevant to the validation of the
Taylor ooale was by Hoyt and Magoon (195^). Thr-ne authors
had elf^ht experienced psyoholOj^loal counselors select fro«
lists of clients they had seen those they felt they knew
well enough to rate on degree of manifest anxiety. On the
basis of the co^mselor'a re tings i the clients were assl.^ed
to one of three ro:j£; — Low, 'edluai or High '^nxlety. The
aubjects in the study were those students In the counselor's
groups who had recently taken the "Minnesota 'flultlDhaslo Per»
sonellty Inveitory,
Exaalnatlon of the subjects* MAS scores Indicated that
for all the counselors, the aean MAS scores fo'^ the Individ-
uals whom they had Judged High ;nxlous were higher than the
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B««n MAS ecorss for Individuals Judged ae Medium or Low
Anxious, For six of the eight counselors, the Medium
Anxiety group individuals had mean .^AS soores falling be-
tween those of the High e.nd Low Anxiety groups,
Slgnif icf^nt dlfferenoes between the mean MAS scojpee
were obtained between the High and Low Anxiety groups and
between the High and ledlu;n Anxiety
.^^rouDS, but not between
the Medium and Lo;v Anxiety groups.
The authors also noted which of the 50 Tsylor Scale
items were answered In the keyed direction by Indlviauals In
the Hl.<^h and Low Anxiety groups, In an etteinpt to see which
of the Taylor Items were functioning to discriminate betw-en
high and low anxious individuals in their sa-nple. In order
to reduce error Vfrl blllty and to obtain a reliable esti-
mate of the dlscrlmlnetlon value of each of the Items, the
ftuthors divided their total saraple of High and Low Anxious
subjects Into two groupc? of High
-nxious and two ^rroups of
Low Anxlouc Individual.':, They then reported their findings
In termr of whether e pf^rtlculnr item was responded to dif-
ferently in ono or the other sample, in both samples or In
neither sanpXe,
On the basis of their Iteai analysis, Hoyt pnd liagoon
obtained approximately 30 of the original 50 r«^ylor Scale
Items which they felt validly discriminated High from Low
Anxious Individuals In their saapls*
In another study, Busb (1955) ette^ipted to extend Hoyt
find Magoon's findings to a patient population.
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In
-^uss^s lnveeti^?atlon, four psycholo ?l»t» r^fced 64
patients by approximately the same criteria of irsanlfest
anxiety ae those employed by Hoyt end n&Poon^ Th* group of
subjects used showed variability with respect to age, sex
and dlegnostlc category, end 3uss felt that these subjects
bropdly seapled the ln-pi-;.tlent Dopul':tiov>
. The subjects
were interviewed by one psychologist and obeerved by three
othere, then fill four psyCiologlsts rated the petlent.
The interview rstinfrs for the four psycholo-lsts for
the pptlents were pooled. The Pearson i9roduct nompnt corre-
lation between these pooled retings and the Taylor Anxiety
Scele was +.60, Hence the author concluded th&t the Taylor
Scale h©s fair validity for diverse pooulptions.
Buss then carried out an item analysis of the 50 Taylor
Seale Ite-ns, He divided his sample into High, ?1ediu3i and
Low Anxious grouos on the basis of the pooled interviaw
ratings, and then noted which MAS items dlscriuinated be-
tween the High nnd Low Anxious groups of Individuals.
Of the 16 1 terns Hoyt ^nd i^goon found to be significant
in both groups of their divided sample. Suss found only nine
items which were significant at the ,05 level. Of the 1^-
iteae which Hoyt and Magoon found to aignifioantly differen-
tiate High from Low Anxious Indivlduels in one or the other
groups of their Mu^ploi Buss found only five to be si - if 1-
cant in his sample.
Th« mfi^or concl slon dr^^wn by Buss was th^t while the
Taylor Manifest Anxiety scale was somewhat valid for a
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patient population, there was ©Iso some reduction ?n the
number of Items which were responsible for the dlscrmina-
tlon between the two groups of High r.nd Low Anxious subjects.
On the basis of the findings of the above Inveatlga-
tlons — namely, that the najorlty of the 50 Taylor
-lanlfest
Anxiety Scale Ite-ns leek v?^llilty Bandlg (1956) suggested
that a shortened form of the HAS, retalnln^^ only the v^lid
Items, might be more useful and ollnlcp.lly vplld than the
standard MAS,
The 20 raost consistently vp-lld Items In the reoorts of
Hoyt p.nd Magoon and Buss were selected as e shortened form
of the MAS. The 50 Item m was administered to 7^^^^ college
students and the papere were scored for the 20 item scale.
The 20 Item scale — without the 30 norsvelld Items — wms
administered to J2k additional subjects, no slprnlflcpnt
differences were found for the scale means or stRndard devi-
ations for the two methods of administration, nor were any
B«x differences evident. The median Internal consistency of
the MAS shows Its reliability to be .Q.?, while the sl-nllwr
reliability for the 20 item scale was ,76. For 100 randomly
selected subjects, who had takan the 50 Item fom of the fUS,
scorefj were obtained; a) on all 50 Items; b) on the 20 valid
Items; c) on the 30 nonvalld Items, The reliabilities of
the three scores were: a) ,78; b) .76, and c) ,^8,
Bendlj? concluded that the 20 Item version of the MAS:
a) has eliminated from the standard MAS Items of low internal
consistency and validity; b) provides scores that are ^bout
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as reliable as the 50 Item HAS and ar« highly related to
scores on the staMard form, and c) Is uore psrsliiionious of
testing tlaie end probably more valid than the loader MAS*
The ecsle which was constructed by Mr. Gerrleh, and
which was ttied In the present Investigation as well, was ths
Short version :\hS devised by Bendlg with filler iteiis
selected froa t!i« m?l. The entire 45 itera scple Is pre-
••nted In Appendix C, under the title of Blo^re hlcal Inven-
tory. The items .';hloh were found sl>^;nlficrnt in the Hoyt
and Magoon study hf ve single asterisk next bo them, and
the items that were found significant In both Hoyt and
Hagoon's study and in the Buss Investisetion are marked with
two asterisks.
APPENDIX C
Biographical Inventory
1. I would rether win than lose in s
2, I am often th© 1? st one to give un tr>'in'- to do a
thing. ^ ' ' ^
3. I believe I 013 no more nervous than ijost other
.
**^. I work under a greet deal of pressure.
5« hearing is apparently as i^ood as that of uoet
p®opl<5,
6. I oannot keep my mXndi on one thing.
7. I an against giving laonoy to beg^jars,
•8, I aa mora aansitlve than aost other people.
9. I fr uently find niyself worryin.-? about something,
10, I am in ea good physical health b& moat of jiy friend
11. I asB usually oalia and not easily upset.
12. /t times I feel like saashing things.
13, I like f- great deal or variety in :ny work,
*14. I feel :?nxiety about sosaethia^ or BOineone el nost «11
the tine,
•15. I aa hj^ppy lioet of the tinae.
16. I h?=?ve periods of such greet restlessness that I can
not sit long in ch ir,
17. times I feol like swearing.
*18, I h >V6 soaetimes felt thPt difficulties v'ers oiling
up so high that I could not overcosie them.
Ite^s which were signlflc-nt In the Hoyt ^ nd liagoon
study
.
» Iteras vihioh were sif^niflo^nQ in both the Hoyt f nd
Magoon rnd vh3 Buss studies.
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19. I hr-!ve llffloulty In Btartln- to do thlnge,
20. Often I oan't understand why I heve been f>o cross andgrouchy.
I find It herd to keep tay ujlnd on a task or Job,
•22
•
I an not usually self-oonecious.
23. -nee In e while I laugh at e dirty jokts,
•2^, I asi inclined to take thlnge hpr^l.
25. I certainly hnve hed .aore than ils share of thim's to
worry ebout.
*26, Life ia a strain for me much of the ti--;-.
?7. I prRCticplly never blush.
23, I like to visit pl.ces where i have never been before.
•29. At tinea I think 1 am no good at ell.
30. I do not tire ciuickly,
31 • I ft« certainly lacklm? in eelf-corsf llence.
32. It makes me nervous to htive to wait,
**33, I am a high-strung;: person.
3^. Any nisn -.rho is able snd willing to work hprd has a
good chance of succeedln '
,
35. I am Blweys careful about ciy . ;v r of dre??.
*36. 1 certainly feel uselees at tr
37. I have taken a good faany courses on the sour of the
motnent
«
38. Sometimes at elections I vote for men about whom I
know very littlo.
**39. I shrink from facinr a crisis or diff^iculty,
i^0, I enjoy children.
*^1, I sometimes feel thst I an about to go to oieces.
k?» I h^.rdly ever notice my heart t)0un Ung end I am
seldom short of breath.
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^3, I ^ave a study and work schedule which I foUovi care-fully, '
I do not elweys tell the truth.
I have nirjht.'sares every few nights.
APPENDIX D
Analysis of Variance lebles for the Present Experiment
Table Al
Completely Within Subjects
Analysis of Variance on the First Trial
(HT ©nd GSR)
Source df Numerical df
Betv^'ecn ^Ss (n-1) 21
Althln ^8 ri(ab-l)
Emo t lonal 1 ty ( oio
)
(a.l) 1
EfDO X Ss (a-l){n-l) 21
Entropy (Int) (b-1) 10
£nt X (b«l)(n-l) 210
Emo X nt (a-l)(b-l) 10
Erao X Ent x Ss (a-l)(b-l)(n.l) 210
Total (abn-1) it33
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Teble A
2
Xlxed
V"* mWmm'<»J w •Ah w v/ i.
\ n 1 etna \j ois /
Souroft df
Between (n-1) 21
Arutloty (A) (d-1) 2
liS/A d(n-l) 19
Within Ss n(©b-.l) ^62
Emotionality (Ejbo) (a-1) X
(8-l){n-l) 21
EntroDy (Eat) (b«l) 10
Ent X (b-l){n-l) 2X0
Ecio X ' nt (a«l)(b-l) 10
Emo X Snt x 3« (a-»l)(b-l)(n-l) 210
Total (abdn-1) i^83
9^
Table A3
Completely within Subjects
Analysis of Variance Over Pour Trials
Nuaierioal d£
Between Sb (n.l) 21
Within Ss n(abc-l) 191^
Emotionality (Hsao) {a-D 1
j;.mo X S8 (a«l)(n-l) 21
ntropy (-:.nt) <b-l) 10
'nt X Ss (b.l)(n.i) 210
Trials (T) (c-l) 3
T X (c.l)(n-l) 63
Efflo X Snt (a.l){b-.l) 10
Emo X Ent x 38 (e-l)(b.l)(n.l) 210
Emo X T (©«l)(c.l) 3
Emo X T X S8 (a-l)(o-l)(n-l) 63
Ent X T (b-l)(c.l) 30
Snt X T X Ss (b-l)(c«l){n*l) 630
:;n30 X FMt X T (•-l)(b.l){c.l) 30
'mo X tint X T X 58 (a-l)(b-i)(o.l)(n-l) 630
Total (n8bo->l) 1935
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Table
«lxed
AiMilyele of Variance Over IVo Xrl- Is
(GSH)
Monroe df Numerlcel df
Between Ss (n-l) 21
Anxiety (A) (d-1) 2
Ss/A a (n-l) 19
Within S» n(Bbc-.l)
Emotions 1 I ty (Emo) (e-1) 1
"30 X A (8-l)(d-l) 2
Eaio X ^8/A (a.l)(n-l)/d 19
entropy (int) (b*l) 10
Snt X A (b.l)(d-l) 10
„int X ^b/A (b-1) (n-l)/d 190
rruas (T) (o-l) 1
T X A (c-l)(d-l) 2
T X Ss/A (c-l){n-l)/d 19
Hmo .X .nt (*j-l)(b-l) 10
E»o X £nt X A <«.l)(b-l)(d-l) 10
Mio X Ent X Ss/A (ft.l)(b«l)(n-l)/d 190
£330 X r (a-l)(o-l) 1
:;mo X T X A (a«l)(o.l)(d-l) 2
! mo X r X Ss/A (ft-l)(c.l)(n-l)/d 19
(>nt X T (b-l)(c-l) 10
^t X X X A {b-l)(c.l)(d.l) 20
Hnt X f X 3s/A (b-l)(c.l)(n-l)/d 190
tmo X a.nt x T (a-l)(b-l)(o-l) 10
Imo X '-nt X T X A (e-l ) (b-l ) (cl ) (d-1 ) 20
Emo X Ent x T x ^s/A (©-1) (b-1) (c-l)(n-l)/d 190
Total (abodn-1) 9^7
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Table A
5
Completely Within Subjects
Analysis of Varlsnoe Over I^o Trials
(Gsr.)
it Numerical df
Between 5s (n-1) oi
Within Ss n(abc-l) 9i^6
Emotionality {mo) (a-1) 1
X (a-l){n-l) 21
Entropy (Ent) (b-1) 10
Enfc X Js (b-l)(n-l) 210
Trials (T) (c-1) 2
t X £8 (c-l)(n-l) 21
Emo X Ent (a-l)(b-l) 10
Emo X F:nt x Ss (s-l) (b-l) (n-1) 210
Emo X T (©-l)(c-l) 1
Emo X T X (8.1){c-l)(n-l) 21
Ent X T (b-l)(c-l) 10
i^t X T X ^: (b-l)(c-l)(n-l) 210
Sao X iint X T (a«l)(b-l)(o-l) 10
Emo X F;nt x ? x 3s {e-l)(b-.l)(c.l)(n-l) 210
Total (abon-l) 9^7
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